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produce original works.

attention will need to be given to the technic of such pupils than to that of the less musical,
but the higher qualities must be carefully cultiEspecially ought such pupils to hear
vated.
artists as often as possible, and above all, violin
playing and orchestral concerts. This will give
them musical material for the imagination to deal
with.
It will be in their minds, be turned over
and assimilated, and finally result In shaping their
Individual playing to real artistic interpretation.

(payable in advance).

How, individuality in a player’s work means
the peculiar way in which he conceives and interThe courts have decided that all subscribers to newspapers are held prets the works set before him.
Of course, no
responsible until arrearages are paid and their papers are ordered to be
two players are exactly alike in mental constitusfiecostinued.
tion or in mental history.
There is always this
facilitate
the
delivery
mail,
all
should
be
In
order
to
of
letters
Jgjf
difficulty about getting any musical work properly
directed t°
THEODORE PRESSES,
interpreted, that the interpreter necessarily imagEmsi? Box 959.
PHILADELPHIA PA, ines it differently from the composer, simply
because he is a different man, with different ideas,
(Bmiwed at Philadelphia Pmi
&$ BecmuMam matter.)
Single Copy, 15 cents.

different feelings, different

INDIVIDUALITY,
INDIVIDUALITY IN PIANO PLAYING.

-

The prime qualities which distinguish an interpretative artist are imagination and feeling. Intelligence is presupposed, and so is mechanical
correctness.
These are essential, but they are not
the characteristic qualities' of the artist at all.
Just think for a moment. You can get no such
mechanical correctness out of any player as you
can out of a music-box or a hand-organ. Machinery will reproduce any given series or combination of tones .with absolute accuracy. This no
player ever does. Further, if we consider that
all this nice mechanical adjustment is necessarily
the product of intelligence as well as of mechanical skill, we may think that, so far as the mere
reproduction of the notes is concerned, the limit
of intelligence has been reached.
What the machine cannot do is the shaping of
the phrases, the shading of each note with reference to what is to follow the preparation and
production of a climax in each phrase ; the subordination of these to the climaxes of the higher
structural units of phrases to sections, sections to
periods, periods to paragraphs, etc.
Besides this,
the time has to be shaded as well as the form.
There need to be slight accelerations and retardations as the climaxes are approached or left, corresponding to the increase and diminution of
-

;

;

volume of tone. All this belongs to intelligence
but it is a phase of intelligence in which imagination and feeling are the real determining forces.
The lack of these makes what is called a cold
player.
The intelligence must be present, and
i

there cannot be too

much of

it,

7.

in relation to its surroundings. Besides, anybody can play It.
Nothing but the
imagination must deal. It is this Imagination can save her playing from this
makes him an artist. The imagi- mechanical kind of individuality, worse than
nation is the great constructive and reproductive machinery.
Even with talented pupils, the aim ought to be,
faculty.
It is jest as essential to an artist who is
to interpret the works of others, as to one who is almost from the start, to awaken the Imagination.

both in

to
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last quality that
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because imagina-

endowments.

He

can

enter into the mind of the composer more or less,
and interpret his thoughts and feeling. But it is
precisely this more or less, plus the player’s own
marked' peculiarities, which makes the individuality of the playing.

California has a State Music Teachers’ AssociaSan Francisco, which differs from all other
State Associations in that an examination is required for membership. The Association already
numbers thirty-seven active members, with a large
Individual quality in piano playing, then, is number of proposals to be acted upon. This plan
inevitable.
No player can conceive or interpret may work on the Pacific Coast, but would be found
the work of any composer exactly as he imagined impracticable lo most States. The object, evidently.
and felt it; nor exactly as any other player would Is to keep out all worthless characters who would
interpret it.
But the main point is, that the more endanger the prosperity of the Association. It is
vivid and powerful ike imagination of the player, said that a prominent seminary in California rethe deeper and nobler his feelings, and the wider cently discharged its music teachers for good
his sympathies, the truer his interpretations will reasons, and will now only employ a member of
be.
This goes to prove that the
this Association.
What practical lessons may teachers draw from Association has already won a name for itself.
'
5
these considerations ?
The officers are S. Freidenrich, President; Alois
So far as some classes of pupils are concerned, F, Lejeal, Vice-President ; Aug. F. Zeeb, Secretary..
there is no application whatever of the above The progress of this Association will be watched
principles to be made.
The careless, the lazy, the with interest.
indifferent, the stupid, have individuality in their
playing (if playing it can be called) only in so
Texas has also organized a State Music Teachers*
far as our performance may be more or less
Association, under the leadership of J. Alleine
execrable than another. But even these, if they
Brown, Vice-President for M. T. N. A. From
are to be saved at all, must be saved through the
private correspondence we learn that there are
imagination. Give a stupid or indifferent pupil
fully seventy active members, and a surplus of one
a piece she likes, even if it is trashy. If It aphundred dollars in the treasury. The next meetpeals to her imagination and feelings, such as they
ing will be in June, at Austin. There are some
are, see what a different performance you will get
half a dozen staunch musicians in the colleges of
from the dull, spiritless grind she gave you on the
Texas, who have entered heartily into the work of
etude or the sonatina-you gave her last week.
building up the infant Association. The State
She may-have a bad touch ; she may play wrong
of Texas has laid out large tracts of government
notes, omit rests, dodge difficulties, do all sorts of
land for educational purposes, which in time will
things she ought not to have done, and omit
amount to millions of dollars. No other State in
nearly everything she ought to have done; but
the Union has made such provision for the future
there will be some health in it.
Once awaken the
education of its youths as Texas. The musical
imagination of a player, and he has a real indiprofession will receive, indirectly, benefit from this,
vidual life of his own. It may be on a low plane
general educational interest in the State.
it may be misguided; but there is life there, and
tion at

tion and feeling, if unchecked by rational considerations, result only in vague rhapsodizing.
But it may be capable of improvement. The awaqua non of
intelligence not informed by feeling lacks impulse, kening is the first thing the si

We

are obliged to defer the announcement of
the decision of the judges on the Prize Method
until next month.
This is owing to the difficulty
if communication between the different members of

•

and never moves any hearer. The imagination improvement.
must deal not only with the intellectual, but with
In the case of plodding, industrious, unimagithe emotional element in any coin position to bej native pupils, the awakening of the imagination
interpreted. The intellectual element must, indeed, ought to be the first aim of the teacher. This is
be thoroughly appreciated. The player must see the. kind, of pupil that will never get beyond meclearly *all the relations of the formal structure.
He must understand the relation of accompaniment to melody, of principal ahd subordinate
ideas, of the order ana succession of ideas and of
keys, of unity, symmetry and climax. But, above
all, he must subtly divine the emotional character
of the whole work, and of each successive phrase,

the Committee of J udges. The M. T. N. A. meeting
has also interfered with the close examination of
unless the imagination can be the man uscripts.
chanical correct
developed ; and in mechanical correctness no
human being can compete with machinery.
The six easy studies by Chevalier De Kontski
Better tell the girl’s father to buy a music-box or
an organette, and have done with it. It is cheaper in th&dssue, will be welcome to teachers who dethan music lessons and a piano; and better, sire a change from the everlasting Czerny and
because more correct than his daughter’s work. Duvernoy.
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M. T. N. A,

and

6.

Andantino and Scherzo, from

7.

chestra. ...............................
Arthur Bird.
Fragments from Macbeth Music, MSS.

Suite for String Or-

Overture to Macbeth,
|
b, Gallic March,
Edgar S. Kelly.
If anybody ever doubted the value of the Music
c, The Defeat of Macbeth,
J
Teachers’ National Association, these doubts must
Concert Overture, Op. 3, MSS...
Arthur Whiting,
certainly have been removed from the minds of
Boston Mass.
any and all skeptical musicians who may have Concerto (E minor), Op. 4. MSS.,..
Milo Benedict.
been present at this year’s meeting at Boston. The Overture^ “L ara,” MSS. Johan H. Beck Cleveland, O.
Otto Floersheim New York.
very highest element of the musical profession in “ Consolation,” MSS
Scherzo in 0 minor Op. 12, MSS. O. B. Brown, Malden ,
this country was there fairly represented.
There
U
Mass.
were papers of a high order papers that must Ode
“ City of Freedom,” Op. 9... ........A. A. Stanley,
command the respect of intellectual men in all
Providence, R. I.
fields of mental activity for their intelligence, the Adagio and Scherzo from Symphony in C major. No.
1...... ....................... G. W. Chadwick, Boston, Mass.
breadth of their ideas, vigor of thinking, clearness
and force of presentation, and, in some cases, finish Tenor Solo. “I n distant Andalusia,” ... Dudley Buck.
Scenes from Opera of Solomon, HLS$..,Calixa Lavallee,
of literary style. The concerts were excellent in
Boston Mass.
matter and admirable in performance. All these Redemption Hymn....... J. C. D. Parker Boston, Mass
excellent manifestations of intellectual and artistic Suite Creole, MSS., John A. Brockhoven, Cincinnati,
a,

>•

—

Qces. What is the correct pronunciation of “Choand the authority for the same?

pin,’’

Please answer in your next issue.

B. B.

—

Ans. Sh6-pang is the true pronunciation, as nearly
The last syllaas can be indicated by English syllables.
Pronounce it pang without
ble is a French nasal sound.

The name

a French name, and was pronounced
French fashion in Paris, where most of Chopin’s life was
spent.
Whether his Polish friends ever pronounced it
after the Polish manner, I do not know.
the

g.

Qces.

—

is

What

the usual per cent, given by teachers
to their pupils when they order the music for them ? 2.
When will the “ Bach Select Compositions,” edited by
Kuilak, be for sale, and will they be his easier works or
more difficult ?
L. R. C.
1.

is

—

Ass. 1st. It is not usual for teachers to give any
deduction to pupils for music sold to pupils. If pupils
receive a discount, what use is there for a retail price?
”
2d. The Kuilak edition of “ Bach Select Compositions
is now for sale.
I have made an English translation,
which will be out very soon. The selections are of the
easier works of Bach.
Qttes.

—

1.

WilFyou please

to give

me name and

price

of a good organ school and method. None of your Self
Instructor, containing chiefly popular airs, and no practical instructions and exercises, but something on a par
with Urbach’s Piano Method.
2. Please to inform me of price of following music
Meyer's Preparatory Exercises for Piano.
“
“
“
Progressive
“
“
“
Scale
“
“
“
Organ.
Kullak’s Octave Studies (complete), Piano.
Urbach’s Prize Method.
3. What method in Piano Technic is, in your opinion,
the best and most practical, and yet not too brief, or too
lengthy, and what is the price thereof? 4. Please also give
names and prices of about six to ten concert pieces, both
in classic and drawing-room style, suitable for scholar
who has mastered Czerny’s Etude de la Velocitie and
other Etudes, Sonatas, etc., of equal difficulty.
J. J. M. M.
:

.

—

Ans. 1. Barrett’s or Emerson’s is as good as any.
2. Meyer’s Preparatory Exercises, $ ,50.
“
“ each .50.
Progressive
“
“
Scales
.40.
“
Organ Studies each,
.50.
Kullach’s Octave Studies, Book I, $3.00.
“
“
“
“ II, 2.50,
“
“
“
“ III, 3.00
Urbach’s Review Method,
2.00.
3. Mason’s Piano-forte Technics is the most original and
satisfactory work on that subject.
It costs $2.50.
4.
Beethoven, Sonata in Ah, Op. 28. Andante in F.
Mozart, Fantasia in C minor.
Bach, Loure from 3d violincello suite. Gavotte in E.
Mendelssohn, 3 capriecios, Op. 16.
Chopin, Impromptu in Ah, Op. 29.
Fantasie in
Cf minor, Op. 66.
Schumann, Allegro from Faschings Schwark, Novelette in E, Op. 21.
Romance in Ft. Nacht Stiick in F.
Mason, Silver Spring.
Moszkowski, Serenata. Moments Musicales, Op. 7,

No.

2.

Tschaikowsky,

‘

‘

December.

’

5

Knllak, Pastorale.

Helen Hopekirk, Fantasy

,

—

,

,

,

—

—

—

,

;

;

;

likely, in the flush of his young strength, to zeal.
achieve in the higher fields of mental activity
The next meeting will be held at Indianapolis,
what the restless Yankee mind has already Ind., and most likely four days instead of three
achieved in the domain of mechanic&T invention. will be adopted for the yearly meetings. The citiThat the M. T. N. A. has contributed no little zens of Indianapolis have given the Association a
toward this result, is matter of pride to all its pro- most cordial invitation to meet in 'their city.

is

moters.
Letters have been received from prominent citizens.
The following is a list of works by American
will print the one from the Governor of the
composers, given under the auspices of the Asso- State,

We

ciation

:

Governor’s Office, \
Indianapolis, June 26th, 1886. j

SONGS.
“Thou art like a flower,”
“Go, lovely rose,”.....

6.

W. Chadwick,
’’

'

T nes
&

Sir:

'

Organ Solo. Sonata

— We have seen editions in which

the F is a half
edition evidently is printed in this way.
It
The F should be a double- dotted note,
with two stems—-one a quarter, the other a sixteenth and
is, of course, held down while the figure is being played.

Your

ORGAN.
in G minor,

CHAMBER
Trio
Trio

G

in
major.........
in C minor.
Op. 6.
'Cello,

;

of your Association in this

Op.

Very

WANTED.

MUSIC.

— “CEdipus,” J. K. Paine, Cambridge, Mass.
Idyl In the Forest,
*/„„„
\ Wm
w Rohde Boston Mas
Fairy Dance, MSS.

Overture

,

/

'

'

*‘

to take an interest in and charge of a Conserva-

3.

tory of Music in a desirable location in a Western

4.

“Thusnelda,” MSS.,
A. M. Foerster.
Fragment from Ballade, Op. 9. H. W. Parker
Garden City , N. Y.
Piano Concerto C Minor, MSS., Louis Maas, Bos-

6.

Overture

J.

A.

B.,

Etude Office.

Gray.

Eddy, John C. Fillmore, ProgrammeCommittee.
Examining Committee for American Composiudley Buck, E. M. Bowman, Arthur
Mees Alternate, Geo. E. Whiting.
The Vice-Presidents remain about the same as

tions
j

—
;

last year.

The

Official

Report will be printed by the Asso-

:

ton,

Address,

city.

respectfully yours,
Isaac P.

F. Brandeis.

‘

2.

musician of energy, ability and some means

of the people of the

Theo. Presser, Secretary-Treasurer. Max LeckFor Piano-forte, Violin and
Arthur Foote. ner, G. M: Cole, Johannes Wolfgkam, Executive Committee.
S. M. Penfield, H. Clarbnce
]

1.

in behalf

Other letters have been received from the Mayor,
Mercantile Association, and Board of Trade.
The following officers have been elected for the
ensuing year ; Calixa Lavallee, President.

Dudley Buck.

77.

ORCHESTRAL.

State.

,

have the honor,

Neupert.

incorrect.

A

—

State of Indiana, and the citizens of Indianapolis, respectfully to invite the National Teachers’ Association
to hold its next annual meeting at the city of Indianapolis.
The city possesses unrivaled railway facilities,
excellent hotel accommodations, and a Music Hall capable of seating several thousand people.
The citizens of
Indianapolis would feel highly honored by the assembling

Foote.
Floersheim.
.Lynes.

PIANO SOLOS.

—

Ans.

„

Ballade, Poetical Studies, Novelette, Oriental dance,

Ques. Will yon please explain in a future number
The Etude the time in the first three measures of
Heller’s Etudes, Op. 47, No. 9, in the bass ?
I. E.

is

the President of the Music Teachers 1 National Association, Boston Mass.

Arthur Foote.

“ Over the mountains,”
\
“ Du hiibsches Kind von Heideland,” /
“ When icicles hang on the wall,”
“ Rest on me, dark eye of beauty,
“A maiden fair,”

Pauer, Cascada.
Paradisi, Toccata.

note.

To

piece.

of

.

,

Ohio.
were listened to by large, appreciative and
sympathetic audiences of cultivated people, whose
The Association has made great progress in this
approval was worth having; and their approval direction.
It is a feature that appeals very
was unmistakably cordial.
strongly to every American musical heart. The
But above all, the M. T. N. A. has proved its fund requisite to giving these works was mainly convalue as a means of fostering original productions tributed by Boston musicians and music lovers.
by native composers. It has been one of its cher- A pleasant suggestion for the future provision for
ished aims to give young writers a chance to show orchestras, would be for concerts to be given during
what they can do. The results, as shown at this the Winter, by American musicians, for the benefit
meeting, more than justified the effort.
It was a of this fund.
The programme to be made up of
most gratifying surprise to see. so many young works by American composers. It maybe well to
Americans come forward with compositions in the mention in this connection that The Etude is
larger orchestral forms works, too, of such excel- not the official organ of the Association. We have
lence that we might well „be proud to place them never assumed to be such.
The day, we hope, is
beside any similar works by men of like age and not far distant when the National and States Assoattainments in Germany or elsewhere. It is no ciation will have an organ of their own. Our
longer open to European musicians to look down utterances are on our own authority entirely.
patronizingly on their American brethren nor do While the Association is doing good, and has
we need longer to feel that we are capable only of become a force in the musical world, it is in
interpretative and not of productive art in the many ways open to criticism and improvement.
field of music.
True, we have not yet produced a The present plan of organization was intended for
Beethoven or a Wagner but we can show as close the Association in. its infancy. It sadly needs
an approximation to genius as can be found in reconstruction to suit itg widened sphere. The
Europe, and there is no reason to doubt the future administration is left to a great degree to the good
of creative musical art in this country.
The judgment of the officers, who overcome all defects^
American youth is coming to his manhood, and of organization by business tact and honest

activity

Chas. E. Platt, Bercense, Valse Impromptu.
Wilson G. Smith, Impromptu a la Mazurka.

Wagner- Liszt, Elsa’s Dream.

*'(

Mass.

— “The

Princess” (Tennyson), MSS. Geo.
E. Whiting, Boston, Mass.

ciation, as last year, as soon as the material can be
It will be ready for distribution in the

arranged.
Fall.

;;

—

'

.

;;

T H E E T XT 13 E
AMERICAN COLLEGE OF MUSICIANS.
Our

triumph of the prinby the College has never wavered

faith in the ultimate

ciples as espoused

for

a moment.

The means by which the

object is
to be attained may not yet be perfected, but the
sincerity of its promoters has now been fully attested at this first examination.
interviewed
most of those who had tried for the degree of
Associateship, and in every case the highest praise

We

was given to those who were connected with the
examination. The fairness of the examination was
.even attested by the unsuccessful candidates. The
'College has it in its power to stimulate higher study
of music, and establish a standard of attainment
which cannot be reached by any other known
means.
It is to be regretted that the M. T. 1ST.- A. did
not take action to institute an organic union with
the A. C. M. It was evident to all conservative
members that the importance of a decision on this
matter was not appreciated, owing, in some degree, to a lack of sympathy of some of the most
active workers in the Boston meeting.
union is
desirable on account of convenience.
Both institutions are National, and call together musicians
from all parts of this vast country. One pilgrimage can answer for both. Perhaps in the end it
will prove best that no action was taken, as no
definite plan on which to base a Union has been
devised.
This subject will make material for
print
fruitful discussion during the year.
elsewhere some of the examination papers as used
this year
the balance will appear in next issue.
The demonstrative portion of the examination is,
of course, the most important, the requirements of
which can be seen by the published prospectus.
Fourteen candidate^ presented themselves for
examination in the following classes
Theory, 3
Rudimentary, 1 Piano, 7
Voice, 1; Organ, 2
Of these, 8 passed; 1 withdrew, and 5 failed. The
following are the names of the successful candidates: H. 0. Farnum, Providence, R. I., Organ;
R. A. Nightingale, Fall River, Mass., Organ
Newton Fitz, Norfolk, Va., Voice F. A. Lyman,
Woonsocket, R. I., Rudimentary Henry Sell wing,
Baltimore, Md., Theory W. H. Dana, Warren,
Ohio, Theory Thomas Tapper, Jr., Canton, Mass.,
Piano E. B. Story, Northampton, Mass., Piano.
It may be interesting to explain the plan of the
examinations. In every department the candidates
are required to pass two examinations Theoretical
and Demonstrative. The Theoretical is the same
for all candidates, except in case of those who
enter for theory alone these have to present an
original composition, which answers to the Demonstrative examination in the other departments.
Candidates, in order to pass, have to obtain a certain number of credits in both branches having
obtained these, they are then entitled to the Diploma. If they obtain the requisite number of
credits in one branch and fail in the other, they
are entitled to a Certificate for the branch in which
they have passed, and can go up the following year
for the other branch without repayment of fee.
Persons wishing any information as to requirements are requested to address the Secretary and
Treasurer, Robert Bonner, 60 Williams street,
Providence, R. I. The prospectus will be sent on
receipt of a two cent stamp.
The examinations were conducted in the follow-'
-mg; manner: The Theoretical examination was
entirely a written one, for which six hours were
allowed, in two divisions of three hours ra h. To
undergo this examination, the candidates all assembled in one room ; the papers for the first three
hours were handed to them by the Secretary, under
whose supervision the examination was conducted,
and as soon as answered were sent to the examiners,
who were in another room, and who did not ven
see the candidates, or know their names. After an
intermission of one hour the remaining papers
were given to the candidates. The Demonstrative
examination was conducted by the different examiners in the respective classes by sending an at-

A

'

We

;

.

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

4

-

tendant for each candidate as his or her turn came
this attendant was the medium of communication
between the candidates and examiners, who in every
case were in another room, and only knew the
candidates by number. The names of the unsuccessful candidates are unknown to the Directors
and Examiners. The whole board of examiners
consists, as last year, of Messrs. Mason, Maas
and Sherwood, piano-forte examiners Warren,
Whitney and Eddy, organ examiners Mme. Cap-

159
and well delivered production,
highly creditable to its author. Mr. Leo Kofler,
of New York, was upon the programme to open the
sidered, well written

discussion, but did not appear when called for, so
an opportunity for general discussion was offered.

The participants were Mesdames Brinkerhoff and
Cap pi an i, of New York, and Messrs. T. F. Seward,
of New York, H. S. Perkins, of Chicago, Henry

Harding, of Binghamton, and others.
Mr. Root requested to know of Dr. Emerson, if
the latter’s remarks earlier in the session might
Mees, Heath and Stewart, rudimentary (teachers not be interpreted as casting some discredit upon
of music in the public schools) Jacobsohn, Schra- such investigation as is necessary to the formulatdieck and Mosenthal, violin Gilchrist, Bowman ing of a correct and universal voice method. Dr.
and Gleason, musical theory.
Emerson replied in a forcible speech, disclaiming
E. M. Bowman, of St. Louis, was elected Presi- any such intention, and recalling some of his
dent Clarence Eddy, of Chicago, and S. B. Whit- previous remarks in which he encouraged voice
ney, of Boston, First and Second Vice-Presidents teachers to learn physiology as the doctors do.
respectively, and Robert Bonner, of Providence,
Two things that very forcibly show the esteem
Secretary and Treasurer.
in which the Association is held by the Profes;

;

piani, Messrs.

Adams and

J.

H. Wheeler, voice
;

;

;

sion, viz.:

The Reports of Committees and Re-

VOICE SECTION.

ports of Vice Presidents. The Reports of different
One important factor was demonstrated at this Committees show that the work delegated to them
meeting, namely, that different departments of has been faithfully carried out. The Terminology
music can be actively in session at the same time. Committee has a very full Report. The one on
There is no reason why the Voice department can- Musical Pitch decided on the French Pitch. The
not have a whole day by itself, and that music in Public School Committee report good work done.

A

Committee has been appointed on Church
Public Schools could not have a distinct department in the next meeting at Indianapolis. The Music, similar to the one on Public School. The
Association has grown to such proportions that greater the amount of work delegated to ComThe following mittees to do during the year, the greater the usethese divisions are forced upon it.
Many good resolutions
is a short report of the voice section, which met in fulness of the Association.
were offered, but laid on the table on- account of
Meionian Hall
The
It was called to order promptly at 9 o’clock, a.m., having no time in which to consider them.
by Mr. Arthur Foote, Vice-President for Mass., Vice Presidents, without a single exception, sent
who presided during the session. First, Weber' in written Reports of work accomplished in the
Seven States, during the year,
Quartette (male) sang, with correct intonation, different States.
Before the Indianapolis
fine enunciation and delicate shading, a psalm set formed Associations.
meeting,
almost
every
State in the Union will
in chant form, and for encore an arrangement of
The Old Oaken Bucket. Then the first essay, have a corporative body of music teachers. What
The Responsibility of Vocal Teachers as Voice a power they will become when once fully organBuilders, A. A. Paton, N. Y.
He made the ized and in vigorous growth After all, the good
usual generalities about responsibility, and the influence of the M. T. N. A. is on the whole promoral compulsion which teachers should feel fession, and not only on the members present at
:

!

'

themselves under in the way of possessing themselves of all the truths of their science.
In a
graceful. and forcible manner he emphasized two
subjects as being especially important
Breathing
and Glottis ction. Mr. F. W. Root, of Chicago,
then opened the discussion commending the kindly spirit and scientific method of the essayist, also
noting the advantage of his course in making
certain points prominent and definite, instead of
trying to, cover so much ground as to leave a confused impression upon the hearer at the close of
the discourse. Mr. Root began to enlarge somewhat upon topics introduced by the essayist, but
was obliged to leave his remarks unfinished, because of a shortening of the time allotted to this
discussion.
Dr. G. Wesley Emerson, who followed, was
also obliged to curtail his observations, but not
before he had made some excellent points regarding methodical and unmethodical teaching.
Dr. Emerson was particularly severe upon those
teachers who work upon one idea, calling it a
method, advertising themselves as the possessors
of the secret of good singing. The President then
ruled that, because of the limited time, no further
discussion could be allowed, and then announced the
next essay, Expression, by F. L. Tubbs, Expression
in singing
Tubbs said many excellent things
about singing, but dealt with his subject in ft very
elementary manner, spending much of his time iu
defining familiar marks of expression.
Mr. Jules Jordan followed upon thesame subject.
Both Speakers alike, failed to draw a sharp distinction between the mechanism of singing and expression in singing.
Next came an arrangement of
Tosti’s “ Good-bye,” sung bv the Carol Club, ladies’
.

—

A

Mr

very effectively. They responded to an encore in an arrangement for voices of a popular
i nstrumental gavotte.
r. Chas. F.
ebber’s essay
on Progress and Prejudice in Singing was a well con-

voices,

M

W

the meeting. It now falls to the present officers to
•uphold the present standard by a fearlessness in
the performance of duty.
If the Association
works zealously for the promotion of American
music art, with a broad and liberal administration,
it will be sustained and endorsed by the whole
musical profession, but the moment it becomes a
machine to carry out the selfish schemes of a
set of unprincipled wire manipulators it will be
stamped out of the profession as a nuisance.
The Association is now on the way of becoming
a pride to the profession. It has gained its present
eminence by the unselfish and philanthropic efforts
of its promoters. All the good work of the past
can be utterly destroyed by unwise administration.
The retiring President made a model officer, He
worked heroically for the interest of the AssociaHis motives were at all times
tion for twoyears.
the best. He sacrificed his time, his money and
almost his health for the good of the Association.
Only those who were in a position to judge of his
efforts can fully appreciate what the Association
owes to him. Alas! corporations have no souls;
and the Presidents of the M. T. N. A. and the
United States are soon forgotten.
The Association has within its fold a host of
able men, who should occupy the various offices
in order to secure an equal distribution of the
honors.
It is hoped the future course of the
Association will be such that the confidence of the
profession will be ever increased.
detailed account of the meeting we leave to
our special correspondent, Mr. Jas. Huneker,
whose account will be read with interest by those
who were not able to be present at the meeting.
The essay relating to piano and kindred topics
will be reproduced in The Etude during the year.
The Official Report of the meeting will be pushed '
forward with all possible haste and it is hoped
will be ready for distribution in early Fall.
.
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The tenth annual meeting was emphatically, from
address of welcome to the

one

final

A glance

brilliant success.

the

notes of the last concert,
at the

programmes and

essays should convince the detractors of the Association
that this,

its first

done, and in

decade, shows vast quantities of work

many

1885,

much

marked advance over last
should be. The Associamonth tells. In
and important work was gotten

respects a

This

season’s sessions.

tion is at such an age
interesting

is

as

now

it

that every

through with, and the Society began to feel its growing
importance. The season of 1886 caps the climax, and
has firmly welded all incongruous elements into a har•

monious whole. Good humor and mutual understanding
were the order of the day. Boston gave a right royal
welcome to its visitors, who found that its vaunted hosIn its serene, almost classical,
pitality was no idle boast.
atmosphere, one

felt fully

assured that here the divine

art received the fullest .consideration, being no transplanted exotic, but blossoming naturally as a product of

the soil in which

it is

so carefully cultivated.

There was a total absence of provincial jealousies, earnest
co-operation for the general good was the watchword.

ETUDE

being put on a corporate basis. Mr.
Stanley pointed out clearly the advantage of organized
it has to broaden the aims, also
tendency
labor, and the

advisability of

its

gato chords from the Doctor’s hand. How the Pianist
these words and learn to hate the stiff- wrist
and
and one-touch theory of piano playing! Dr. Mason made
The speaker was
professions.
rewarded with frequent applause. Mr. Stanley was fol- some pertinent remarks on the clinging touch so hard to
lowed by Dr. G. Stanley Hall, of Baltimore, who dis- acquire, and without which most piano performances lack
cussed “ Music teaching from a psychological standpoint,” color and variety. Mr. Albert Parsons, who always copi'
which was to the point, and called forth some excellent mands a hearing, gave some ideas on the “Proper UtiliAfter referringto the use and
discussions, in which Messrs. Landon, Wood, Brown, zation of Practice Time.”
The afternoon session was value of mechanical appliances, the speaker proceeded to
Hall and Parsons joined.
given to a consideration of Church music and its varied the consideration of the division of the practice hour, and
forms, and a fine discourse on the subject by Mr. John showed how much valuable time is lost. The address
H. Cornell, of New York, was illustrated by the singing was packed with apt illustrations and witty points. Mr.
of examples, selected by the speaker from the composi- Parsons is nothing if not epigrammatic, and his concise
tions of various musical ages, by a triple quartette of and clear cut methods of thinking and speaking are
Mr. Petersilea
mixed voices, under the direction of Messrs. Arthur extremely instructive and suggestive.
Foote and S. B. Whitney, with J. L. Lennon as organist. opened the discussion, and, as usual, said some good
The various papers were read by Rev. Joseph T. Duryea, things, although there might have been more &f it. Dr.
Boston; M. Caryl Florio, New York, and Mr. Waldo S. S. Austen Pearce not being present, Mr. E. M. Bowman
Pratt, Hartford. These were all worthy of hearing, and if read his essay on “ Touch, as related to the Evolution of
Muscular Energy.” It followed Mr. Mason’s remarks,
at times slightly personal, were withal fresh and suggestive.
The music of the first day and evening was a Piano recital and was enjoyed. Mr. Stephen A. Emery, the well
by Mr. Edmund Neupert, of New York, assisted by the known teacher of Boston, read a paper, “Mental ProBernard Listemann String Quartette and Mr. Clarence cesses in Musical Execution.” It was able, and discussed
Mr. Neupert played with some interesting points, discriminating finely between
E. Hay, of Boston, Basso.
the Listemann party Brahm’s quintette in F minor. The various sorts of mental automatism.
Mr. Emery made
work is a noble one, but the ensemble was a trifle marred some telling points on the mysterious subject of improviby the rather heavy playing of the pianist. In the group sation.
The somewhat scholastic tone of the morning’s work
of solos that followed, Mr. Neupert was at his best in his
own F major study and oriental dance. The thankless was relieved musically by an organ solo, well played by
and tiresome Liszt Don Juan Fantasie was out of place Mr. Lennon, of Boston, and the rendition, by the comon such an occasion, and not even the ready mastery of poser, Mr. Milo Benedict, also of Boston, of his Conits gigantic difficulties compensated for its tiresomeness.
certo, E minor, Op. 4, for piano, the orchestral parts
Mr. Neupert was not at his best, that is generally con- being ably done by Mr. Carlyle Petersilea on a second
ceded, which is rather unfortunate, as his large tone and piano. Mr. Benedict, who is a very gifted young man,
style are so admirable and worthy of attention.
showed himself at his best in this beautiful work. It is
Mr. Clarence Hay sang very well, and in Foote and a broadly conceived, poetic piece of music, the first two
Floersheim’s beautiful songs showed his fine bass to ad- movements being the best. It is very modern Schumann

to destroy the petty sectional jealousies that

mar most should treasure

listened to attentively

There has been a tremendous amount of hard labor in premen of the town
Mr. Albert Stanuniting in furthering the good cause.
ley, of Providence, the able Secretary of last year, was
the efficient President of this year, and right well he filled
Mr.
his trying position, being both cool and capable.
Presser was Secretary and Treasurer, and it goes without
saying that he was all that could be desired, in testimony
whereof he was elected to fill the same offices next season.
The Executive Committee, consisting of Mr. S. B.
Whitney, of Boston, Mr. W. F. Heath, of Fort Wayne,
and Mr. Max Leckner, of Indianapolis, and the Programme Committee, composed of Mr. Calaxa Lavallee,
of Boston, Mr. F. B. Rice, Oberlin, and Mr. Albert R.
Parsons, of New York, also contributed their invaluable
Boston should be proud of vantage.
services, with happy results.
The evening concert was also very interesting, and
her successful efforts in aiding the good cause, and can
opened with a masterly rendition of Dudley Back's Organ
rest assured it was fully appreciated by her visitors.
The meetings were always well attended, at times Sonata in G minor, by Mr. E. M. Bowman, of St. Louis,
crowded, the weather cool considering the time of the year, who surprised his hearers by his musicianly and brilliant
and last, hut not least, everything, from the financial point rendering. He was followed by Mr. Charles R. Adams in
of view, was all that could be desired. Of course, every a group of songs by Chadwick, Foote and^JL Lybes, all
year brings added wisdom, and many judicious changes very pretty, and showing well our young composers have
paring for the grand event, the professional

It was a case of “embarcould have been made.
While the Programme Committee
rassfe des richesse.”
Bhowed taste and skill in its arrangements, still, things

Mr. Adams also sang later
assimilated the “lied” style.
in the evening a lovely little song by Clayton Johns,

might have been shortened considerably. This was felt
during the somewhat lengthy Friday evening performance,
where one’s enjoyment was curtailed by the tremendous
amount of new works to be digested. Another thing
that might have been improved, was some other means,

Mr. Clarence Eddy’s Organ Solos were not up to the

besides the

official

meetings, for bringing the

some stumbling-block to so many, was carefully treated,
and we even had the pleasure of hearing some sonorous le-

“Einsame Liebe,” which showed considerable

talent.

—

possibly being the key-note to the

Chopin

to the second.

solos with

power and

first

movement and

Mr. Benedict played his
delicacy.

He

is

difficult

the possessor

of—

a fine musical touch and a decidedly poetic temperament.
All this combined with his very interesting appearance

contributed an iclai to the

work

that

made

it

very telling.

Mr. Petersilea should be justly proud of his talented
pupil.

The afternoon concert opened with a sound and

musicianly rendering of the Krentzer Sonata, by Messrs.
Willis and George Newell, of Boston, whose interpretation

was

excellent,

Kehew gave

and ensemble extremely good.

Miss

pleasure by her vocal numbers from Mozart

mark. The organ behaved badly, like most instruments and Mendelssohn. Her voice is large and agreeable, and
on state occasions, and ciphered fearfully at times, and when she can focus it better it will be much more effecit is hardly fair to judge Mr. Eddy by the high standard
tive.
Mr. Waugh Lander, of Eureka, 111., played two
that is usually applied to Ms performances. The Trio in solos in a very dashing manner, revealing an enormous

members C minor, Op.

5,

by Mr. Arthur Foote, and excellently technic and a clear cut tone.

together in a social way 5 and although Mr. Louis C. Elson
gave a cordial invitation on behalf of the Orpheus Club

played by the composer, Mr. Loeffler, Violin, and Mr.
Giese, ’Cello, was the gem of the evening, and was
It is a well
that this want must be closely followed by an interested audience.

to use their rooms, it was felt
remedied next season, and it doubtless will, as sociability thought out and original work, with suggestions of Menamong visiting members can be promoted quicker by delssohn in the Scherzo. Mr. Foote is rapidly coming to
throwing them together without the formalities of the the front of our native composers, and seems to excel
official sessions.
A quiet tone characterized the meet- in works of smaller form requiring delicacy and finish,
ings, although the usual “fiend” was there with his although the trio is broad enough in its theme and treatuseless suggestions and time-wasting remarks. /He was ment.
The playing of Master Theodore Spiering was
soon throttled, Mr. Stanley having peculiar skill in this marred by the boy’s evident illness. I heard him several
direction, and all attempts at self-glorification or indulging days after, and I found much to admire. His tone is large
Advertising of and his technic far in advance of his years, and with
in personalities were frowned down.
specialties or special “brands” of pianos was not for careful training he will doubtless develop into a first-class
an instant tolerated, and the insinuations from certain violin artist.
quarters that last year’s session was a huge advertising
The management very wisely divided into two sections
medium for piano manufacturers will have no peg, this the Voice and Piano- forte discussions. Last year, it was
year, to hang their suspicions on, as anything that ap- felt that ample justice was not done to either, and this

proached to favoritism was sternly suppressed.

wise action was resolved upon.

The programme of the first day’s proceedings opened
with an address of welcome from Mayor Hugh O’Brien;

interesting.

will be

found elsewhere.

The

Full reports of the

The Piano

section

essay of Dr. Mason, of

V oice

was intensely
York, on

New

His Beethoven playing

spirit of the Master; ;n fact, I fancy,
from the style. of Mr. Lander, that lie is better adapted
by temperament to the modern brilliant school. The
best piano playing, decidedly, was the fine rendering, by

was hardly in the

Miss Rosa Lewinthal, of New York, of the colossal G
minor fugue of Bach, translated by Liszt. Miss Lewinthal is still young, but has studied with Mason and B nbinstein, and is every inch the artist.
She possesses a foil,
rich tone and a beautiful technic, and her interpretation
had all the mellowness of a much maturer pianist. She
received the compliment of being led off the platform
by Dr. Mason, which was indeed an honor.

The theoretical part of the afternoon’s work was done
by Mr. John C. Fillmore, who ably discussed some new
theories in harmony and their practical applications. Mr.
Fillmore is always interesting, whether writing or speaking, and he was attentively listened to. Mr. Mees, of Cincinnati, opened the discussion, also both Mr. Bonner and
Mr. Chadwick had a word to say. Mr. Louis C. Elson,
the genial critic and scholar, discussed musical criticism
in its several lights and relations. He traced its history,

who made some happy remarks, and cordially extended the “Touch,” of course being looked for eagerly, as natuhospitality of the town to its visitors. The annual ad- rally what the foremost teacWr of this country would and pointed the absurd errors in judgment that have been

have to say on the subject/of subjects to piano players, from time to time in the history of Art, the want of
would certainly be of lasting value and importance. Nor critical discernment in our own and other time% and
and urged the was any one disappointed. Every detail of this trouble- took occasion to pay a glowing tribute to Brahms as the

dress from the worthy President, Mr. Stanley, was very
and comprehensive. He traced the progress

interesting

of the order and

its

practical benefits,

.

"
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greatest living master, but yet as

little understood as
Education,” by Hon. Thomas Bicknell and J. T. J.
Beethoven was in his own day, precisely the same objec- Morgan, and a “Tonic Sol-Fa” discussion by Harry
him as was the ease with his Benson.
mighty predecessor. 'Mr. Elson was very happy, and
These essays were interesting to those en courante with
made his 'listeners laugh at some of his hits. Let me the subjects, and will be printed in the report of the proremark, en passant, if America had many critics of the ceedings. One advantage is that those who were unable
type of Mr. Louis C. Elson, both musician and public to attend these meetings get a full account in the annual
would be immensely benefited. Such, alas is not the report.
Of course, the music is lost, and the charm of

treme, and his use of dynamics very startling at times.

tions being raised against

The “Gallic March” is indeed very striking. These
fragments show a strong dramatic instinct, and a clever
Mr, Kelley need not
use of the modern orchestra.

Mr. Elson was followed by Mr. T. A’Becket, of viva-voce. The afternoon programme began with a trio by
Philadelphia, who quoted some absurd specimens of F. Brandeis, of New York, splendidly played by Messrs.

we had

Van Cleve, of Cincinnati, who Faelten, Listemarm and Fries. The work is a vigorous
humorous and caustic way, the idea and an original one, and shows the hand of a strong
and if they were, they didn’t musical thinker, and is full of life and color. Miss Effie
give much material proof of it.
He also said, and truly, Stewart sang three little songs in a charming and unaftoo, that eritibism was a very thankless task, and in fected manner.
The concert closed with a masterly renitself had no separate individuality in the newspaper dering of Liszt’s undankbar sonata, in B minor, by Mr. Carl

condition, but this

!

case.

criticism,

and Mr.

J. S.

ridiculed, in s very

that critics were ever bribed,

world, “neither fish nor fowl.”

Mr.

was very much appreciated, and the

evidently liked to have heard more, but

it

Cleve’s wit

was too

Faelten,

and maturing.

late

The work

is

of a fragmentary and rhap-

sodical character, with genuine bursts of inspiration in

The evening of the second day was devoted to a con- it.
The strong leading motive is Wagnerian to an
American composers, the programme leading off extreme. Mr. Faelten’ s pianism was, as our German
“
with an overture to Byron’s
Lara,” by John H. Beck, friends say, “ grossartig,” and although he might have
of Cleveland, If is a rather gloomy and morbid work, selected a more genial composition, still deserves credit

cert of

spasmodic at times, although revealing genuine power.
lovely

“ Consolation,” of Otto Floersheim, of

in

Wagner

endeavoring to give something besides the conventional

business meeting and election of officers, the

full

usual

account

of which will be found under another heading, also the

Festival at Bayreuth).

was given last season in New York, under Thomas’
direction, and a second hearing reveals new beauties.
The composer knows how to handle the orchestral
material, and in two thoroughly effective themes he shows
It is hardly fair to
his great knowledge and ingenuity.
compare the works of our younger men to productions
finished as are Mr. Floersheim’s.
He is already a matured thinker, Mr. 0. B. Brown’s Scherzo in C minor
was in the broad, Beethovenish manner, and was really
good. Mr. Stanley’s ode, “ City of Freedom,” for solo,
chorus, orchestra and piano, made a very pleasing impression.
It is a straightforward and healthy work, and free
from modern appreciation, and was well sung and played
Mr. George Chadwick is one of the leaders of the young
school of American composers, and already ranks very
high on both sides of the water. The Adagio-Scherzo of
his first symphony in C major (by the way, a trying key
for composers), revealed- a thorough musician.
His
form is perfection, and for invention and scoring he is
not to be excelled. The melodic material is not super-

American College of Musicians, with

It

their examinations,

I believe quite a number of young ladies were
“plucked,” but are to have another show next year.
Exhausted as we all were about this time, the Tremont
Temple was crowded to excess for the evening concert,
It opened with Paine’s overthe last one for this year.
ture to “ CEdipus,” directed by George Chadwick. This
and Mr. Louis Maas’s Piano Concerto, also given, are
Mr.
not new works, but always deserve a hearing.
Paine’s overture is well known, and was well played, as
Mr. Chadwick is a capital director, which is more than
cars be said for all the leaders of the evening, many being
evidently out of place. This reminds me that it would
be a good idea to have one capable director, and hold on

to

him

for all the concerts, as

it

is

is

often the ease, is not an

confusing alike to

when ,.the.

latter, as

experienced leader.

The

enjoyed abroad as a genuine American composition than
Such things usually are. The fragments from
Take the evening throughout, there was an abundance of the Macbeth music, by Edgar S. Kelley, of San Frangood staff, sound musical thinking, and an ability to carry cisco, hardly got a fair hearing. In the first place, it
It

much, as

work
His

—

it

was a thoroughly musical and

3.

It is

a pity that

was almost impossible
was in such a fatigued

it

much can be said about Mr, Whiting’s
commands instantly the respect of the musician.

fruitful

themes and ingenious methods of develop-

ment and powers of invention place him very prominently
among American composers. The orchestra deserve much
praise for their unselfish and enthusiastic interpretations,
with all the bewilderment necessitated by reading from
manuscripts, insufficient rehearsals, and a continual
a glorious feast of

reason

1

And what

wrecks the majority of us were as we took our various
Three hard days’ work,
trains and boats for home!
although pleasant work, work that will doubtless bear
good fruit the coming year. This meeting has drawn
members of the profession closer and into more intimate relations. Allowances were made for shortcomings,
and charity was the rule of the Association, not for
selfish ends, but for the common weal, and this in itself
and the
is sufficient to carry it over the rough places
tirelessness of the Executive Board, and the various
committees who labored so hard to make this Boston
meeting what it should be, must not be forgotten. To
them we must look for much of the success of the tenth
Annual Meeting of the M. T. N. A.

SOME PEOPLE THAT
The Philadelphia

SAW.

I

contingent, consisting of Messrs.

Zeckwer, A’ Beckett, Law, Warner and Philo von Westernhagen, was not numerically strong, but ably represented the musical interests of the Quaker City. I spoke a
word with active Louis Blumenberg, of the “ Courier.”
tells me his artistic coll&barateur, Otto Floersheim, is
Our friend Thoms is
enjoying Wagner at Bayreuth.
looking well and happy, and “ Art Journal ” all fhe time.
Mr. Yirgil talked “ Techniphone,” and with good results,
What would we have done without Elson? He
I fancy.
was the life and soul of the convention, and one teaching invitation and delicate allusion, made after a dry
Our friend
debate, earned him our everlasting gratitude.
Semnacher, of New York, was an interested spectator.
And the girls God bless them, how they did swarm and
The convention would have been a sorry sight
flutter.
without them. John C, Fillmore knows more about harmony than any man in the country, and is as full of fun
Van Cleve, of Cincinnati, is
as any boy in spring-time.
not a whit behind him. Could any one fancy Dr. Mason,
of New ork, having an enemy. He is the best-loved man
in the profession. Albert Parsons, as usual, said the right
thing in the right place. Theodore Presser will have to
get a new coat; his elbows are picked to pieces by at
Energetic Madame Capleast three thousand people.
Milo Benedict fairly
iani was, of course, on deck.
nocked the girls out. It was a double triumph for him.
The Howell boys are two bright specimens of Boston
It has a genuine
What a dear old town it is
culture.
atmosphere and flavor which no other city in the Union
can lay claim to. One is necessarily subdued there, and
I understand the reverential feeling the genuine Bostonese entertains for his native place. It is a music
making city; and rudeness and vulgarity have no place
What a stirring man is Carlyle Petersilea. I
there.
paid his conservatory a visit; and found him just as busy
Cakxa Lavaliee,
aa if it were midwinter, and not July.
our new President, has enough “go ” in him to run half
a dozen conventions. Both Bowman, of St. Louis, and
Stanley, of Providence, were the right sort of men, by
disposidon, to be presiding officers of large bodies. They
always seem to have on hand a plentiful supply of oil for
Our western brethren, Stewart,
the troubled waters.
Dana and Perkins, were not so prominent this season.
They are, doubtless, reserving their forces for next season
they can do is to get up a
least
The
Indianapolis.’
at
genuine cyclone for ns. Max Leckner, of Indianapolis,
was one of the quiet, unostentatious workers—-said little
but labored hard. Does anybody know the “ fiend ” who
would not be suppressed, and thought the convention
was a good place to advertise his Piano methods : or his
cool remarks that Mr. Mason had been talking “ theory ,”
and that he had something practical, was appreciated by
the audience to the utmost. There are some men who
think that Andrew Jackson is still President of the
United States ; onr unknown friend belongs to that type.
What an obliging and genial fellow Arthur Foote is; and
he contributed materially to the comforts of the visitors.
To use the expression of one of the visiting nrtt&ber*
“ Boston did herself proud,” and we all had a jolly time.
An revoir untu 1887 at Indianapolis.

He
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orchestra and composer, particularly

;

'

to listen to so

to discriminate while the brain

etc.

Piano Concerto of Mr. Louis Maas is a solid, classical
work, which I like much better than when I heard it last
winter at Steinway Hall, New York. It was better
abundant, but sufficient withal. It is hard to say exactly played in Boston, and the composer did the work justice
what Mr. Chadwick’s affinities are; to me he has a by his fine interpretation. The second movement, an
leaning to the more sober harmonies of Brahm. Mr. intermezzo, is very good indeed. The last movement
Chadwick is first a thinker and then a musician. Mr, is full of Schum^fijnsh suggestions that are very puzzling.
Jules Jordan sang in excellent style a tenor solo from The form is clear, and the work, as a whole, is scholarly.
Dudley Buck’s “Voyage of Columbus,” a plaintive love Mr. W;a. Rohde and Mr- Foerster gave much pleasure
song, “ Ipt distant Andalusia.” Mr. Calixa Lavaliee, by their compositions. The Fairy Danc e of the former
the newly elected President, gave two scenes from his and the “Thursnelda” oF*ffi?m!Rer^leserve especial
It was written in the effective and commendation.
opera, “ Solomon.”
Mr. H. W. Parker, of Garden City,
stirring style of the composer. Miss Fannie Kellogg (now N. Y., gave a fragment from his Ballade, Op. 9, for solo,
Mrs. Bachert), Miss Gertrude Edmunds, contralto, and chorus and orchestra, Miss Louise Gage, soprano, and
Mr. D. M. Babcock, basso, participated as soloists. The Mr. Gardner Lamson, baritone. It is a well written
chorns also did some excellent work. By far the most work. The Andantino and Scherzo from the Spring
interesting choral work of the evening was Mr. J. C; D. Suite of Arthur Bird, now residing in Berlin, show a
Parker’s Redemption Hymn, with Miss Gertrude Ed- practiced hand and a delicate and refined conception.
munds as soloist. It is a large composition, and Miss It was deliciously played, as was the “Suite Creole,” by
Edmunds sang very artistically throughont. Mr. Parker John Brockhaven, Cincinnati, a fanciful and original set
Indeed, with the exception of compositions unique, inasmuch as they are a delibis somewhat of a veteran.
of Beck and Chadwick, the programme could hardly be erate attempt to incorporate some of the characteristic
Friday night melodies heard Sooth. The theme, with variations a la
called compositions of very young men.
was reserved for them. Mr. George E. Whiting’s deli- Brahm, was particularly good, and the last movement,
“Princess,”
Tennyson’s
was
overture
to
very well with its rollicking African melody, go toward making up
cate
received. How far it was Tennysonian, I leave its literary an original work, and one that, doubtless will be more
hearers decide.

with a splendid concert overture, Op.

;

New programme. The afternoon session closed with the

York, waS directed by Louis Mass (the composer, lucky
fellow, being absent at the

has talent and imagination, and these com-

bined with knowledge are bound to succeed.'NMkr'Arthur
Whiting came in at the tail end of this terrible melange

who now is a resident of Boston. He has im- change of conductors. But what
audience would proved very much since last year, his style mellowing music it was, as well as a feast of

Van

in the day.

The

He

despair.

artistic

production, and deserves to be heard more than once.

at borne.

end of a long and trying programme ; and
not concert hall music, but is dramatic in
its intent, and should be heard in connection with the
school children, under the direction of Mr. C. R. Bill. drama itself. The composer is a young man of ability
This was followed by essayB, by Mr. H. E. Holt, on and originality, with decided leanings toward Wagner
“Proper Treatment of Children’s Voices,” “Music in and Berlioz. His orchestration is gorgeous in the exout clearly the ideas sought for. The orchestra was
good. Friday, the last day of the convention, opened
with some excellent singing by a chorus of one hundred

came

at the

after all,

|

[

it is

Y

!

~

JaxAsjlt

——

;

:

/

,

-
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[For The Etude.]

abouts of a living

artist.

Answers in

these cases

ail

were not absolutely necessary, hut very desirable. They tone itself. At the New York meeting so many other
would have greatly increased the pupil’s respect and machines were gratuitously advertised that this modest
little instrument was thrown in the shade.
It was, in addiadded to the teacher’s authority.
Another advantage of keeping step with the progress tion, not perfected fully, but nevertheless called forth the
BY E. YON ADELUNG.
of science and literature lies in the higher social position heartiest commendation from Mr. Albert Parsons and Mr.
I
It cannot be denied that Boscovitz, two competent authorities, you will admit.
the teacher thereby obtains.
Mb. Editor:
In speaking of duties, I deem it necessary, by way of many teachers avoid the society of other teachers of the pass by all that can be said on the subject of it, saving
Whether the cause of it be jealousy or wear and tear on the piano, cessation of annoyance to
introduction, to say that, in my opinion, all duties are same profession.

THE DUTIES OF THE PIANO
TEACHER.

—

,

self-imposed, and that thqy:

main object

happiness or

is

prosperity.

Let us pass over those instructors who are forced by

-

ability to teach

circumstances to teach, although their

may be doubled, and is, perhaps, doubled by their efforts.
Let us pass over those who -teach, not because they
suppose themselves especially fitted, but because they
have so much time on hand, which they think best to
-

invest in earning an extra penny.

Even those we shall not include in our remarks who
make an honest living, but who prefer teaching
music because “ it is more genteel.”
Let it be clearly understood that under the word
“ teacher” we mean him who has completed a course,
either in a conservatory or under some competent private
are able to

envy based on a fear of competition or whether, being
married men, they consider the society of wife and children sufficient or, finally, whether their business absorbs
so' much of their time as to leave none for visiting
teachers or encouraging their

visits,

we

people’s eyes, but the

here

duties of a piano teacher, in fact of every teacher,

The

time

;

be considered

with beneficiary results.

sufficiently for the purpose,

call

a few,

that

all

the

muscles of the hand and arm can be brought into play

There are many
I, for one, speak from experience.
items in direct connection with piano teaching which

To mention only

is

the forms and figures used in piano-forte

all

the touch can be regulated to any weight, so that

allow of discussion.

many

qualifications in

fact to

playing (a thing impossible at the Technicon), and where

shall not here

;

and no abnormal positions and

straining required, and, best of

all,

an infallible test to
This bi- click

one’s legato touch in the ingenious bi-click.

we would

tells

your attention to the different manners of playing

many

as lots of self-sufficient pianists have

tales,

found to their surprise.

musical detective, and

It is a

grace notes, to the difference in fingering the same piece no matter how well you may think you play legato, in
according to different editions, the varions positions of nine cases out of ten you discover you have been lapping
Further- the tones unconsciously. Altogether it is a good thing,
the hand, the use of the metronome, etc. etc.
,

my

more, teachers would

and, even with

in

the sort, I couldn’t help acknowledging

;

will attend to his business regularly, teach the full

may be

main

a keyboard with a perfect piano touch, where one

decide
but so much we will say that, in our opinion,
a friendly intercourse with other teachers must be fraught

Young

:

agreed upon, and instruct his pupil in the method in
which he himself had been instructed. If his pupil has
no talent, lacks energy or even good will, and consequently makes no progress, it is not his fault he has
done his duty. This class of teachers might be termed
“ the Orthodox,” or, in German, “ Lehrer nach der

is

can study

tell me in what way they succeeded
making their pupils overcome certain difficulties.
toward himself, toward his pupil and Nor will the conversation run always into the same
are threefold
toward the profession. The first duty, that toward him- channel other topics will be touched upon criticisms,
He for instance, on concerts, on new books, new composiself, will mostly touch his honor, his conscience.

and has attained a recognized standard.

teacher,

All these

neighbors, etc.

;

;

tions,

on new

artists,

and other such matters as may be

duties

self-imposed

are

It is

us return to our
;

first

remark.

they are but acknowledged

necessities in order to reach happiness

a valuable auxiliary, but that’s

with those people

All

who go

the appearance of every

and prosperity.

is

of the beautiful but enticing piano tone.

click, instead

both interesting and useful.
let

excellence.

its

an abstract instrument, and has only the sharp reminder of the click

habit of playing “tunes,” as this

;

In conclusion,

old-fashioned aversion to anything of

pupils won’t be so apt to stray into the foolish

the piano proper.

I don’t agree

all.

into a convulsion of delight at

new attempt to get away from
name of music, why do such

In the

study at all? If the piano tone

is

diverting to their sensi-

them study the Xylophone. That has a de“sensuous,” However, the Techniphone is a very interesting invention, and comes
teachers belong td it.
nearer in bringing the “ mind in relation with matter.”
The second duty, that toward the pupil, touches the
Heart it is a higher duty than the first it presupposes
Mr. Editor. The tiresome controversy which has Oh, these metaphysical musicians and these musical
The recently waged in your columns was very innocently metaphysicians
an interest in humanity, a love for mankind.
One bar of Mozart drives their gabble
the
most intelligent provoked by me. I wish now to say another word on into oblivion.
teacher of this class will not choose
Old Fogy.

Many

Sehabkme.”

of our best,

tive brains, let

OLD FOGY” AT LAST PRAISES

or rather bes|-paid,

lightful tone

— not too

SOMETHING.

—

;

—

!

.

pupil for his “ pet,” but interest himself equally in

another subject. I read with interest Mr. Turner’ s attack

every one that tries his best according to his time and

on the Technicon and Mr. Sherwood’s well-argued reply.
advancing those of whom That there can be a difference of opinion sojyide as the
had no ear for music and would one between these two gentlemen is surprising. Accordnever become players. The teacher who neglects un- ing to one the Technicon is a useless, indeed a harmful,
promising pupils, neglects nine-tenths of his duty. He instrument while the other as vehemently cries up its
where the teacher of excellence. I once expressed a strong opinion on the
will aim at a greater percentage

He

ability.

was

it

Editor of The Etude

will take pride in

said that they

Among

van show five
good teachers.
but

produce one pianist, he of the second
good players, two of whom may become

first class will

it

Hie success

be sure

will

be the most

his second duty,

the one

could

who

call

;

may be slow,
may not
much engrossed with

in teaching

his pecuniary circumstances

brilliant, for,

being too

he may have neglected his

first

:

happy

good.

I should like to see a

songs, with sensible words, with a

—

;

—

;

This class of teachers we

attends to both.

the philanthropic.

Finally,

know

book of say
good melody of
small compass one voice only
the accompaniment to
be, if needed, of two kinds
one very simple and one
subject of all such aids to piano-forte technic, which elaborate, for good organists and musicians. There need
called down a storm of indignation on my head, also a be no rudimentary instruction, as each teacher has his
delightful collection of epithets, such as “Old Fossil,” own method.
Like every one else, I believe in my own
etc.
I said nothing, but waited to hear what the others method, which is in substance to teach children at the
would say. A number of gushing endorsements from very start that there are twelve (not seven) notes, teachall. quarters did not deceive me, and the few cautious ing them first of all the chromatic scale
then I make
words from the master of all of us, Mr. William Mason, them sing the major scale by numbers
Not
further confirmed my judgment. That was a year ago.
1,
3,
6,
2,
4,
6,
1,
7,
10
But
12
1,
6,
3,
5,
I have had any quantity of opportunities to test the TecbAnd the harmonic minor
nicon, and have listened to students who have used it for
1.
1,
8,
8,
12,
4,
6,
9,
a year, and heartily agree with Mr. Sherwood. It is an
Once well drilled in those scales, I have no objection
excellent thing, but falls far short of what is claimed for to their singing them to
fifty

is

;

;

the

:

the multitude of children’s song books, I

not one that

Mr. Editor, we come

to the contemplation of

,

,

:

the third duty, the one toward the profession.

but elevating.

difficult

It is

It touches not the teacher’s con-

science nor his heart, but his position in society, and,

more

especially, that

celsior”

is

mann

;

finished

among

written on

“Of

forward!

its

but, alas,

is

most teachers consider

when they

their education

receive their diplomas or pay their

teachers the last balance of the salary.

All they have

learned is a knowledge of the tools, and how to use them
one tool, however, is unknown to them, and that is Ex-

fi—gff

perience.

'
'

'

Km

It is

—

“Ex- it. It develops brute strength there Mr. Turner is corForward, constantly rect -^superfluous strength, as one would say. Muscles
no end,” say* Schu- are brought into prominence that are of but little use in

his fellow- teachers.

banner.

learning there

a most precious

tool,

Professor Lavallee once made^ a remark,
apropos of the severing of the ring-finger, that the thumb

was the strongest of the
is

fingers

not the only desideratum.

—therefore

that strength

Mr. Brotherhood claims
the real and

—

that the Technicon bridges over that gulf

which few know the

ideal,

mind and matter. You

all

know his interesting

to study languages,

know

2,

3,

4,

5,

6,

S,

T,
C,
Mi,

U,
D,

Y,
E,

W,

B,
A,
Do, Re,

.

X,

The Etude sympathizes with your disapproval of the
usual Sunday-school books, and especially dislikes the
Moody and Sankey

-

so-called

hymns and

tunes.

Chil-

dren brought up on such jingle lose all sense of dignity
in religions music ; or, rather, they never
quire it.
One great reason for the supremacy of Ger-

and elevation

asked hi® he indicators for wrong practice.
ildren are
The live keyboard is
Another may have indeed preferable. But 1 1 s struck, on examining Pro- the noble, solemn Lutheran chorals. It may fail
maintained that most American Sunday-schools do
fessor Virgil’s Technipbone, by the fact that here was a
harm than good. The Episcopal Church im]
contrivance that almost filled the bill. I say “almost,”
10
ersbyut
erHj
d in her Su

tho meaning of polyphonic style.
third, finally, had uttered a desire to know the where*
to

j

may have

ranch word for a musical term.

femoos

|

1,

R,

F,
G,
...
Fa, Sol, La, Si, Do.
In short, I believe in correct teaching from the very
beginning.
The unmitigated trash ofMcGranahan, Perkins, Doane.
and the Sunday-school fraternity generally, is becoming
more and more a curse to the real musical growth in
this country ; and inst as long as publishers will find
buyers, they will, of course, pnnt such stuff by the thou
sands. I believe that at least one intelligent work should
find introduction and sale at the hands of good teachers.
Can you help me in this work?
R. de Roods.

or
or

piano playing.

ow to handle, for it is one thing to have experience and pamphlets. This is where the instrument falls short. It
nother to make use of it. Experience teaches wonder- does not bridge over that sometimes impassable gulf.
Ily quick how much more is to be known and how No purely gymnastic contrivance, as this is, ever will.
I
nch more to be learned.
admit that something is needed. Piano practice is moUndoubtedly, every teacher has been asked questions notonous to both student and listener. Dumb pianos are
y the pupil which, although directly refer ing to music, no good. They indeed tell one nothing (forgive the resOne pupil, for instance, whc urrection of the old, old Schumann story), and are no
e could not answer.
ppened

or

>

I

|

iWii
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;;
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CONCERT PROGRAMMES.
Millersburg, Ky.

[For

THE

Miss Addie Purnell, Miss Cleora

Murphy

Teachers.

,

Welcome Summer, Chorus, Oesten March, Piano and
Organ, Czerny Concert Polka, Instrumental Quartette,
Melnotte Those Evening Bells, Vocal Solo with Vocal
Accompaniment, Hubbard
Messenger Bird Waltzes,
Piano and Organ, Schubert; Flower Girl, Vocal Solo,
Bevignani
Spinnerlied, Liszt; Break O’ Day Galop,
Piano, Perxing Annie O’ the Banks O’ Dee Vocal Solo,
Glover Sonata in D, Piano and Organ, Diabelli German Students, Semi- Chorus, Eliot Bravura di Concert,
Piano (8 hands), Wollenhaupt Die Miikle, Instrumental
Solo, Joseffy
Air and Variations, Organ and Piano,
Poppen
Titania, Vocal Solo, Torry ; Home, Instrumental Solo, Thai berg Gypsy Chorus, Meyerbeer.

Bach made a special study of the
composed on a larger scale for that instrument than did Handel, the latter’s time and ability were
expended upon the Opera, and lastly with the Oratorio

The Etude.]

“SUITES,”

to the fact that, while

BY HANDEL.

BY THOMAS TAPPER,

Klavier, and

JR.

form.

;

;

Handel can

justly be styled a musical

cosmopolite.

;

;

;

;

?

;

;

;

;

;

From

his early years to his final settlement in

England,

Hamilton Female College, Lexington Ky.
Mignon (2 pianos),. Raff Chorus, Waking of the
Birds, Goncone
Andante and Variations, Schubert
Spinning Song, Bendel Murmuring Sea, Glover Waltz,
,

;

;

easily obtained for

most generally known. They well repay careful study,
as they contain much, which facilitates the comprehension of works in the strict fugue form.
The first two
Berlin, then to Hamburg, where he produced his first movements of the Seventh Suite formerly stood as the
opera, then to the principal cities of Southern Europe-— overture to his opera Agrippina, which was produced in
Venice, Florence, Rome and Naples. A list of his Venice when he was about twenty years of age the air
;

works represents an enormous amount of composing.
Handel evidently wrote music as easily as Scott wrote
English, or as Hugo wrote French it was to him a language in which he expressed his thoughts by means of

with variations (doubles) in

Many

known number.
collection

E

(6th Suite)

selections can be

which would be listened

tone, as the others did with the aid of words.

It

was,

present time, but they

fulfill

is

also a well-

made from

the

to with pleasure at the

;

;

;

Instrumental Solo, Kowalski Polacca Brilliante, Instrumental Duet (4 hands), Weber Oh, Had I Jubal’s Lyre,
Vocal Solo, Handel
Rondo Brilliante, Instrumental
Solo, Weber Norwegian Dance, Olsen Military March,
Instrumental Duet, Schubert ; Let Me Live and Love
Thee, Vocal Duet, Campana.

There are a few other works now

harpsichord besides his Suites, but the latter are the

he traveled to and studied in such countries as could offer
him any field in which he might gain in knowledge or
experience. After his studies with Zackau, he went to

;

;

-

their office

as “ harpsichord

lessons ” to better advantage on the whole than as selec-

doubtlessly, his habit of constant writing which enabled

tions for concert performance.

him

describes the difficulty of

Mainwaring thus quaintly

;

;

;

;

;

compose with such

to

His Suites are his

facility.

The

volume of the
collection was written for the Princess Anne, daughter
of the Prince of Wales, to whom Handel was music
master. It was published in 1720 the second volume
appeared some years later. As a Suite writer Handel
The
differs greatly from his noted contemporary, Bach.
principal

piano-forte works.

first

Weave Music School, Salisbury, N. C.
Sultana,
life’s Amenities, adapted by W. H. Neave
Piano Duo, Kontgki
Orchestral, Overture, Constellation, airs from 24 different operas
arranged by W. H. latter wrote with a definite art-form in view, but in the
Neave
Beautiful Night, Vocal Quartette, Gounod
Suites of Handel the form is erratic in many, and wholly
Bridal Chorus from Lohengrin, Faithful and True, Vocal, at variance with that generally adopted in others.
About
Wagner Convent Bells, Piano Duo, Jacob Kunkel
the middle of the seventeenth century a certain grouping
Peacefully Slumber, A Cradle Song, Vocal Solo, Randegger Las jGrelQts, Piano Duo, Boseovitz Carnival of the movements was taken as a fixed Suite form. This
of Venice, V oeal Chorus, Bordese
The Sister Birds, grouping consisted in making the Allemande, Courante,
Vocal Duo, Bordese
Piano Solo, a. zEolian Harp, Sarabande and Gigue, the nucleus, other numbers being
Kruger b. A the Spring^-Joseffv
I think only of
added at the pleasure of the composer. Bach was welltEee, Vocal
Abt Life’
and sunshine,

works

:

“

.

.

.

.

correctly

performing these

they will always be held in the highest

esteem, notwithstanding those real improvements in the

which some masters have since hit upon.
Handel’s have one disadvantage owing entirely to their
style for lessons

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

peculiar excellence.

The

surprising fullness and activity

of the inner part increases the difficulty of playing them
to so great a degree that few persons are capable of doing

them justice. Indeed, there appears to be more work in
them than any one instrument should seem capable of
despatching.” In nearly all the Klavier works of this
period, and even in those of recent writers, is displayed
a very generous use of the various grace-notes.

To

the

;

;

t,

;

;

Solo,
s shade
duos and solos, adapted by

Chor-

;

uses, trios,

W. H. Neave

A

The

nigh consistent with this conventional form throughout
;

Secret, Operatta,
Cantata for Juveniles, Music by
Geibel, Text- by Vickers.

the entire

list

of his Klavier works of the Suite form.

his Suites Frangaises, the order is

In

unchangeable through-

modern

piano-forte student this appears to be a license

was doubtlessly intended to
compensate for imperfections in the instrument which
have since been greatly improved upon. The principal
failing in Harpsichords and Klaviers at that time was a
lack of sonority.
Composers, then, used such gracenotes as would serve to lengthen the tone in a degree,
and thus help to fill a space which would have otherwise^
been an interval of silence.* In proportion, however,
to the advance of improvements made in these instruments for sustaining tone, was the gradual decline of the
use of such additional notes, and in recent writers we find
few of them compared with the number formerly emChopin may be taken as an exception, but
ployed.
throughout his writings the grace-note is used with an
entirely different motive than it was at the time of HanMany numbers from the
del and his contemporaries.
Suites of which we are speaking, will illustrate their use.
One example, which is replete with signs of grace-notes,
is the second Courante of the first English Suite, by Bach;
it is twenty- four bars long and contains forty-five graces (?).
carried to an excess, but

it

For the first three numbers come the Allemande,
Courante, and Sarabande, with the Gigne as closing numCappricio, Brilliant, Mendelssohn Elege, Ernst
a.
Nacht Stncke, op. 28, No.4, Schumann b. Hark Hark, ber to the. entire Suite. But as his Suites rarely consist
the Lark
Schubert-Liszt Mia Stella D’Amore, Sum- of but form movements, it became necessary to adopt
mer, Spanische Tanze, (Romanza Andaluza) Sarasate
some consistent manner in the placing of any additional
a. Bereeus, op. 67, Chopin 6. Marcia Fantastica, op. 31,
Bargiel a. Heart Sorrow, T. Kosehat b. My Love is numbers. Consequently, we find throughout the Suites
Marzial Allegro Brilliant (for Piano and Organ), Loew. Frangaises that all additional movement^arg. placed between the Sarabande and Gigne. The same form of conHilldale College, Michigan. M. W. Chase, Musical
struction is to be found in the Suites Anglaiser these,
Director.
Hail Smiling Morn, Glee, Sofforth
The Reapers, however, have a prelude as opening number. In his
Trio, Clapisson
Polonaise, op. 26, No. 1, Piano Solo, Partitas, the form is for the most part as it is in his other
Chopin Ave Maria, Chorus of Ladies, Marchetti Flow works. A prelude of some form occurs before the Suite
Gentlv, Deva, Duet, Parry Little Jack Horner, Humorproper one of the number lacks the Gigne and another
ous (Jlee, Caldicott
Fly Away, Birdling, Duet, Abt
the Allemande.
These are his only deviations from the
Brightly the Morning, Solo and Chorus, Von Weber
Sonata, op. 27, No. 2 (Moonlight), Piano Solo, Bee- adopted fform.
thoven; Grander than Ocean's Story, Quartette, Costa
If, now, we compare the Suite writings of Handel
Worthy is the Lamb that was Slain, Chorus, Handel
with those of Bach, we shall see wherein the former Many of the grace-notes (agremens) then in use are not
Third Mass in D (Imperial Mass), Haydn.
has departed from the art-type as it was then generally to be found in modern works. A complete understandBordentown, W. J., Female College. C. P. Hoffman, adopted, and whether or not to an advantage. But ing of all these signs requires a considerable amount of
Musical Director.
study, which is necessary, however, to the correct perfive of the sixteen of Handel’s Suites contain the
Elisabetta, Overture (8 hands), Rossini ; Valse in Ab,
was
All others are made up of various formance of works containing them. The arpeggio
requisite movements.
Piano Solo, Chopin ; 0, mio Fernando, Vocal Solo, DoniThe Second a form of ornament then in vogue, which left much to
zetti; Fascfaingssch wank Piano Solo, Schumann; Scena numbers put together in various ways.
and
skill of the jferformer, besides taxing
discretion
the
and Cavatina, Vocal Solo, Donizetti Variations from Suite, for example, contains not one of the four regular
word
Sonata in A, Piano Solo, Mozart; Overture to “ Jubel” movements some contain preludes and figures both as his inventive powers to a certain extent. The
arpeggio appears over certain chord successions, and may
Cantata, Two Pianos, Weber.
opening and closing numbers. It is to be noticed that occur at the end or in the body of a work. It requires
Claverack College. Chas. W. Landon, Musical Director. Bach admitted the fugue in none of his Suites. How- that the performer should play in broken chords ana with
both hands all such chords as have the word above them.
Choruses, a. Guarda che Occhi, Flotow b. Thy Foot- ever, between the two volumes of Handel’s Suites there
Instances of its use appear plentifully in the writings of
step Light, Tyrolese
Cachoucha Caprice, op. 79, Piano is a marked difference for while the first volume of the this period. Study expended upon the Suite writings of
<(
”
J.
Raff Rhapsodic Hongroise, No. 2, Piano, Four collection are Suites only in the signification of
Solo,
sets
the period of which we have been treating will do much
Hands, F. Liszt; Stare the Night Adorning, Vocal Solo,
or “ collections ” of pieces, those of the second volume towards informing the modern student of the progress of
J. B. Weckerlin ; Mendelssohn’s Wedding March, Piano
the art from the early attempts to construct an art form
Solo, Transcribed by F. Liszt; Sing, Smile, Slumber, show throughout a slight regard at least for the form then to the completion of the same.
The Snite is made up of
Vocal Solo, Gounod ; Chanson Hongroise, op. 27, Piano usually adopted in this style of composition. Each has movements which are the inventions of various nations
Solo, A. Dupont On Mossy Banks, Vocal Duet, B. F. an Allemande as the first movement, and all bat one hence, we have, in it a union of many national art types,
Gilbert Danse des Sorcieres, op. 881, A. De Kontski
have the Gigue as final number. Four of the last eight and this in itself is a step towards the establishment of a
La Caprlccioso, Vocal Solo, Tito Mattei.
which at that time should have been universally
Yetj form
(i. e., 2d volume) are perfectly regular in formation.
ij*
West Walnut Street Seminary Philadelphia Pa. Chas. as a whole, they bear more resemblance to the Sonatas “adopted
The principal characteristics of th> Suite are,
Director.
F.
Blandner,
„
di Camera of Corelli, as .for as choice and placing of key remained unchanged throughout ; each of fhevaridtia
Son and Stranger, Overture, Mendelssohn ; The
(with
few
exceptions)
divided
into
numbers
were
two
movements are concerned, than they do to the Snite form
Legend of the Organ Builder Gavotte, La Grace, Piano
parts, each of which repeated ; the length of each part
Quartette, Bohm ; Harp. Obligato, With the Stream, as it is artistically carried out by Bach. Those of Corel- was not limited. Among the other numbers introduced
Vocal Dnet, Fours ; Fantasie, D minor, op. 11, Duo, li’s Sonatas known as Opera Seconda and Opera Qanrta may be mentioned the Gavotte, Mennet, Bound#, PaaseTwo Pianos, Max Bruch ; 8m Barcarolle, Piano Solo, are made up chiefly of such movements as were need in fied, Polonaise, Air, Overture. These for the most part
Rubinstein; Titania, Vocal Solo, Torry ; Cachoucha
the formation of the Suite. Consequently, in point of were treated like the four principal movements.
Caprice, Piano Solo, Raff; Allegro Brilliant, Duo, Two
perfection, as for as this art- type in question is concerned,
te Drys
frot
jw; Dr
?mp or
os, J. I
•An excellent treatise on thie topic Is “HUtobede la Notation
>•
-*
Handel was inferior to Bach. This was no donbt owing
Uartd, at
In the Woods, Piano Quartette, Rfcff,
Jjtmf,
out.

E. E. Southworth, Teacher, Scranton Pa.
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ACOUSTICS.

IfERICAI COLLEGE Of MUSICIANS.
A:

I.

What

II.

A'.’

sound

?

tone and

noise.

EXAMINATION PAFEE.

Name some

III.

of the vehicles for the transmission

of sound.

PIANO-FORTE.

To what

IV.

are differences of pitch due ?

To what

varieties of timbre ?

V. Write the harmonics between the following tones

mM

ASSOCIATESHIP.

When

what time was the piano-forte
^•modern) invented, and when did the clavecin, etc., fall
1.

or about

into disuse ?

Name some

2.

of the

first

great virtuosos on the

VI. Give in round numbers the ratio of vibration subsisting

3.

Define legato movement.

4.

Define staccato movement.

8.

Define the semi-staccato or portamento movement.

6.

How

the

is

thumb

to

be used

scales

in

art uses) in both directions.

and

VIII.

arpeggios ?

of the standard works of piano

and

high (approximately) has the series been

?

MUSICAL FORM.

litera-

ture.

I.

Give seme general rales as to the use of the loud

8.

How

extended

Name some

7.

_/2.

between a fifth and its root.
VII. State approximately the rates of vibrations forming the practical limits of the tone series (as applied to

piano-forte.

Define Tetrameter,

Section,

Thesis,

Antithesis,

Period.

soft pedal.

II,

What form of simple eight-measure period does

the following sketch indicate?
I.

In what century did instrumental music take

Antithesis.

Thesis.

its

to

Name

A

playing.

“In Germany
Modulat'n

rise ?

some control of the hand has been gained. If
had m3' way, a beginner should take a snort lesson
every day, and do no practicing between the lessons.
As it is, I give beginners two lessons a week, and after a
year or two reduce it to one a week. After the rudiments
have been learned,- a scholar should practice not less
I have
than two hours a day, and from that up to four.
had pupils who practiced seven hours a day. When I
was in Germany I sometimes practiced ten hours.
“ Reading at sight is excellent practice, but, of course,
beginners should not attempt it. I tell my pupils what
theyNhall read, and do not let them stop to correct
errors, but have them go right along as best they can.
“To my mind, it is extremely important that piano
players should begin with the very best instructors they
can get. In the German conservatories the best teachers
often take the talented children for the first year, starting
them right, and then perhaps not seeing them again for
If a child here in Boston cannot afford
five or six years.
to go to one of the best private teachers, that child
should go to one of the conservatories, where a good
teacher can be had at a very moderate cost. It is generally granted now that Boston is the best place in
America to study music, and I do not believe one can do
It is cheaper, however, to study
better to go abroad.
Why? Becaus® the cost of tuition is less. I
abroad.
paid about $1,50 a lesson there for private instruction,
which here might cost $5 or $6, For board and rooms
I paid more in Berlin than I would have paid here, bat I
student must live well, and I do not
had to live well.
believe any one can play the piano successfully who does
not live well. Good health is an essential in good piano
rest, till
I

is

State the difference between musical

hand, but

til 6

I

I

to depress the back of my
for certain kinds of execution.

was taught

only do

it

The answer

to that question of holding the hand, depends a great deal on the hand. I believe that method
teenth century.
III. Make a similar sketch of the two-part (binary)
should be followed which is most natural.”
III. Name three composers through whose works form.
“Do you think it is necessary for an American to go
musical form reached its highest logical development.
IV. Make a similar sketch of the three-part (ternary) abroad in order to learn piano playing thoroughly?”
asked the writer of one of Boston’s leading pianists.
IV. Who was the composer of the first oratorio ?
form.
“ Most certainly not*;” he answered, and I venture to
V. Who was the composer of the first opera?
V. What form is outlined by the following sketch ?
say that Americans can do even better in America, proVI. Mention some of the principal oratorios and their
vided they study in a musical atmosphere, like that of
Antithesis.
Thesis.
composers.
Boston. If it were true that Americans can learn more
Section.
Section.
about piano playing in Stuttgart, or Leipsic, or Berlin,
Section.
Section.
VII. Mention some of the principal operas and their
than in America, why don’t more of the young people
composers.
who go to Germany to study amount to something when
VIII. Mention the leaders in the modern, or so-called
they come back here ? In Germany they are teaching in
romantic, school of composition,.
VI. .Make & similar sketch of the Military March, giv- the same old ruts, while here in Boston we are progressing, making improvements, and, if I do say it, in some
IX. Who gave the initiative to that school ?
ing the proper time-signature.
lines our best Boston teachers are doing better work than
X. Give a list in approximately chronological order
VII. What form of Rondo is indicated by the following
the German -professors. Some of my pupils have studied
of the composers and teachers who have exerted the sketch ?
in Germany, and I find many faults to correct in their
bringing
Principal
Theme:
greatest influence in
music to its present stage
methods.”
of development.
Second Theme
II.

Dominant

four great symphonists born in the eigh-

'

'

Principal

MUSICAL THEORY.

Third
Principal

Theme
Theme
Theme

Coda.

HARMONY.

VIII. Briefly outline the

EDUCATIONAL HINTS.
BY KARL MERZ.

movement of Sonata
Make your pupils think
Mozart and his contem- stating a thousand facts. It
committed to memory.

first

!

ASSOCIATESHIP.

What system
I.

Form, proper, as perfected
poraries.

of harmony do you employ?

Define harmony.

II.

Define melody.

III.

Define rhythm.

IV. Define metre.

V. Write major, minor, augmented and diminished
intervals of every kind from A flat.
VI. Write a diminished fourth, and state between

what notes of a

scale

it

may

be found

(if

any).

VII. Write the harmonic and melodic forms of the G
sharp minor scale, ascending and descending, without
j

signature, employing accidentals

VIII. Write the triads belonging to B major and
flat minor, with their marking in Roman numerals.

E

Name and write the different kinds of cadence.
X. Write and resolve the chord of the dominant

IX.

*

E

major, in each of

its

four posi-

tions.

XI. Write and refcolve (after at least two distinct
methods) a chord of the diminished seventh upon D
sharp.

XII. Constract a chord of the third, fourth and augmented sixth upon B flat, and resolve (1) to a chord of
£ (2) to a chord of £.
XIII. Write a modulation from A major to B flat
;

minor.

.

There are three more qnestions to this examination
which require musical exa mples
rhey will appear in
our next imut.
is

That
is

is

worth more than

better than

many

lessons

The reason why many pupils fail to succeed is because
IX. Analyze the first movement of the accompanying
Sonata in F minor, Op. 2, No. 1, Beethoven, indicating, by they never make an honest effort at succeeding. Those
that do not try to succeed do not deserve success.
means of brackets and other suitable marks, the princiThe teacher who feels not honored by the profession
pal, secondary and closing themes, connecting passages,
he follows is very likely no honor to his profession.
organ point, keys passed through in the development, and
Teachers, especially younger ones, should visit normals
any other points which you consider necessary in order during the summer months in order to improve themIt is money well invested.
to impart an intelligent conception of the formal struc- selves.
Instrumental music is the highest development of the
ture of the example submitted,
art.
It is absolutely pure music.
On the other hand,
(To be continued.)
vocal music is a combination of two arts.
Hence it has
very often two aims, despite the fact that poetry and
music are said in song to have fused into one.
Seriousness is the soil on which grows true artistic
DESIRABILITY OF HAVING THE BEST INSTRUCTION AT
success.
THE OUTSET.
Those players and singers that appear most modest
frequently are the most conceited.
BY A BOSTON INTERVIEWER.
Study music in order to beautify your own heart, and
beautify your own heart in order to make this world more
judged
from
the
beautiful
for others.
popularity
can
be
A teacher, whose
fact that he gives almost sixty lessons a week on piano
Some musicians seem to fail everywhere, hence they
and organ, besides conducting five choir-rehearsals, was constantly complain of the hardness of fate and the
asked to give his views on piano teaching, which he did treachery of the world. Let such remember that stones
substantially as follows
sink in water, corks and sticks, however, float along.
f* As a rale, the person who begins the study of the
The world does not toss stones about, only windy footpiano at the youngest age learns quickest. The muscles balls are kicked around.
of the child’ a hands are flexible and easily trained. Thus
Have respect for him who does well what he attempts,
it happens that often you will find a girl of 15 or 16, who
and does all that lies within his power.
has been playing five or six years, with an execution
Encourage those that cultivate the beautiful, for their
When I
better than that of the young lady of 20 or 25.
begin with children who know nothing of music I do not number k small when compared with the millions that
put before them at the start the contusing notes, but I are sadly in need of its benign influences.
write down figures from 1 to 6, representing the fingers
A workman’s tool should always be in a condition for
of the hand, and have them, practice with these, learning immediate use. So should the teacher’s mind be kept
to hold down one finger or more while playing with the sharp and active by Btudy of art and literary works.

HOW TO

where required.

State the proper signature for this key.

seventh belonging to

.by

:

—

BEGIN.

—

H

!
;

from an essayllelivered by Prof. Johannes Wolfram, before
the State Music Teachers’ Convention of Ohio.)

—“Only when

Motto

—

Art and Science are married can the highest
erbert Spencer.

Practical science is the source of art, and art is the
application of science to external things according to
determined rules. True art and worthy representatives
thereof are entitled to the respect and esteem of the
highest corypheus in any branch of human learning.
Does the musical art and its representatives command
the respect and esteem of the so-called cultured classes
Partially only
The fault lies not
in North America?
with the art, but in the narrow culture of the so-called
masses, and especially in the defective and narrow education of musicians.
The musics! art will ever be judged by its representaBy them, or through them, art will rise or fall.
tives.
I

In the measure of oar shortcomings, art will suffer
neglect, and sometimes degradation.
Our profession may be divided into three classes 1st,
charlatans 2d, the partially and defectively educated
3d, the broadly educated.
The charlatans or our profession are, as in the medical profession, still rather numerThey
ous. They believe people want to be humbugged
have a mere smattering, skin-deep knowledge of the art
:

;

!

but this deficiency causes them no sleepless nights. They
The influence and
instruct, in everything imaginable
the sojonrn of this class in any one place is merely transitory but wherever they put up their tent true art and
To this
its legitimate disciples are at a disadvantage.
class is to be charged the opinion so current in commercial circles, vis: that musicians are shiftless, worthless
and good for nothing. Have none of you suffered under
1

;

stigma?

this

The

partially or defectively educated form the next
class.
Here is one that studied the piano and
o technique exclusively. He will enlighten you with
a dozen or more compositions embraced in bis repertory, and show you the utility of a broad palm, a pliable
hand, of the stretching of the interossei muscles, and
of cutting the accessory tendons of the ring finger. Here
hisjnusical knowledge ends.
He is ignorant of musical
Is he
forife, of harmony, of history, of everything else.
a fit. representative of the art ? Is he not a living example of the causes of the misconception of the art?
Another practices eight or ten hours a day on the
-piano.
His intellectuality (honorable exceptions being
granted) is generally at zero. He never stops to think
that technique, good and proper in its place, is not all
that makes a musician.
Under this brain-destroying
process he continues until he becomes a physical ana
intellectual wreck.
What grand impression of the musical art can such an individual convey ?
Must not the
impression necessarily be defective? Is technique all
that is required to become a musician in the ideal sense
Is not technique receiving too much incense ? If to-morrow a superior mechanical action of the piano should be
invented—-which is possible in this age of inventions
what a loss this would be to the Cossacks of technique?
No further illustrations are needed, for you meet with
examples daily. In every large town you find these
dam- Drained musicians. They are the society spittoon
*
carriers, and eat at the second table of the rich.
They
are simply tolerated in society as a necessary evil.
I hasten now to the last class, the small number of
broadly- cultured musicians, men of art and of science.
Wherever they cast their lot, their wholesome influence
is felt, and art and artists rise.
They are at home in the
alhambra of art and in the labyrinth of science. They
beg neither respect nor esteem for their art or themselves.

numerous

S

Ah

1

knowledge

held 1

•

STATE ASSOCIATION OF IOWA.

MUSICAL ADVANCEMENT.
(Extract,

results be attained.”

—

!

is power, and its tribute cannot be withThis small Spartan band, the disciples of that pur-

which Prof. Nonl, of Heidelberg, terms the “crown
of spiritual culture,” is to be credited with three-fourths
of the real culture in music established in North America.
I have so far incidentally treated on the requisites of
becoming a worthy musician, permit me, please, to elaborate on this subject. An idem musical education includes
not only the well-known art qualifications, but also a high
degree of physical, intellectual and moral cnlture.

suit

I insist these auxiliary qualifications are imperative.
Physical health and physical culture are absolute necessities ; without them, nothing great can be accomplished
in wi or science.
Every well-directed effort of the brain
relies for its execution upon physical resources.
In addition to this imperative general condition, the
'
pianist requires a healthy and well-formed hafid and
arm ; the vocalist healthy and well-formed vocal organs
Mid longs, etc., etc. Intellectual culture is the next
requisite.
Gan the works of John Sebastian Bach be
satisfactorily interpreted by an imbecile in matters of

thought, emotion, imagination and judgment? No more
than oy a parrot. Can the subject of harmony be fully
understood by one not conversant with the science of
sound, with musical evolution and musical history ? Can
the subject of emotion, all-important to musicians, of
sensibilities, sensations, sentiments, etc., etc., be understood without- the study of mental philosophy? Can the

subject of technique, vocal, manual or pedal, be understood without the study of anatomy?
Dr. Oscar Paul, at the Leipsic Conservatory, asks his
State Music Teachers’ Association” of Iowa,
pupils at every lesson what they read, and encourages
them to train their intellect. No doubt I, an humble with a membership of about ninety, comprising the leading musicians of the State, met in Y. M. C. A. Hall, at
musician, share his opinions on that subject.
Yes, I insist, all our great masters have been men of Des Moines, Iowa, on. Tuesday evening, May 4th,
superior intellect and superior education for the times 1886, where they were received by the local musicians,
can we interpret great emotions, and formally welcomed by an address from the Hon.
they lived in.
born by great thoughts, when we have never risen to and Phillips, Mayor of the city, in which he commended the
mastered great thoughts and emotions? Are not the efforts of the Association and extended to the members
misinterpretations of works of art often more due to the the privileges and hospitality of the Capital City.
This was followed by President Godfrey’s address, in
lack of intellectuality than to t^e deficiency of technical
If not, why is Jossefy charged which he introduced the young Association, with its aims
skill in the interpreter ?
He is undoubtedly a master and desires, to the people of the State, asking their symto misinterpret Beethoven ?
of technique why then does he not furnish a satisfactory pathy and support, in view of the benefit which the Association hoped to give to the advancement of the musical
interpretation ? Alas our age is such a superficial one
everything is antagonistic to profundity, to erudition. interest
9.00 of the State.
Social closed the first evening’s work of the AssociaDeep love for knowledge is very, very scarce.
Now to the last requisite. The musician, in the ideal tion. The following is the programme in the order in
sense, must be a moral man. The science of morals is a which it came before the Association on the following
honesty.
actions
toward
directs
human
days
practical one, and
2.00
The immoral musician is generally a sensuous charWednesday, May 5th.
a.m., Divine Worship.
acter.
His chief interest lies in the gratification of his
9.30 a.
The Needs of Music in the State,
The senses of the 'immoral musician being
senses.
delighted, he is satisfied and permits his higher faculties
rs. Stella Carver, Ottumwa.
10.50 a.m., Essay Music in the Public Schools.
of mind and heart to be embraced by Morpheus under
C. EL. Gabriel, Oskaloosa.
the baton of strong rhythm.
The cultivation of sensibilities is imperative to all mup.m., Essay— Piano Music.
Herbert Oldham, Toledo.
sicians, but the moral musician is not content to stay in
By that powerful lever,
3.30 p.m. Essay The Yoice.
these lower Orphean regions.
Tom Ward, Des Moines.
the rhythm- softening melodic accent, he rises to higher
and purer spheres there he unchains his fantasie, his
Wednesday Evening May 5th.
imagination, his emotions, and bids them roam in the
p.m., Concert.
garden of musical form, governed by that august ruler,
Thursday May 8th.
Thus we rise from munviz.: Correct musical judgment.
9.00 a.m., Divine Worship.
dane and sensual scenes to super-mundane, super-sensual
9.30 a.m., Essay—-Piano Technic.
and transcendental spheres. Here is the Ossa, the Pelion,
Willard
Kimball,
Grinnell.
the Olympus, the Parnassus of the great tone-poets.
10.50 a.m,, Essay Theory.
Here is the Elysium for pure and higher minds. Here
E. M. Sefton, Cedar Rapids.
dwells the Holy Grail the sublime, the beautiful in art
2.00 p.m. Essay— Church Music.
—God.
Rev. M. K. Cross, Waterloo.
that
fail,
let
fields.
Those
Not all can rise to these
3.00 p.m. Business Meeting.
them remember “ Ut desint vires, tamen est laudanda
4.00 p.m, , Organ Concert.
voluntas.” Some musicians are like heavy birds, others

How

—

!

;

A

:

—

—

—

,

;

,

,

—

—

,

,

they cannot

they try
with light,
ever so hard.
unclipped wings, Haydn-like, rise and gambol in the
azure sky, so full of spiritual ozone and dazzling in the
rays of Iris.
Would we wrest from our surroundings a higher estimate of our beloved art and ourselves, we must require
a higher state of culture.
Let us impress upon our pupils what is required to
become an ideal musician. Let us practice what we
preach
We are the guardians of the “sublime, and beautiful
and true in our art whether worthy officers or not, I
dare not say. I conclude, with Goethe :—
like birds with clipped

wings

;

Others, and

’

fly if

alas, the few,

’

;

Zum erhabeaen

Geschaefte

Zu der bildung

aller kraefte

Up to
The

I

the sublime business

cultivation of our faculties.

Only when art is married to science can the highest
be attained.

results

essays were well written, and gave proof of much
careful study and thought ; the discussions never lagged,
and were foil of interest and profit to those present.
The concert of Wednesday evening was enjoyable in
the extreme, and proved conclusively that our State musicians merit a place by the side of those of any of our

The

Tne same

sister States.

—

officers

were continued another

—

having served but four months since election thus
leaving the Association in able hands, as their untiring
efforts and the successful meeting testifies.
At the business meeting a greeting was sent by the
Association to the M. T. N. A., pledging their support
and sympathy ; also a resolution praying that the next
meeting of the M. T. NAA. be held in some centrallylocated Western city, thereby giving our Western States
The followthe influence and advantage of its meeting.
ing resolution was also adopted. As it may be of interest
to your readers, I give it,
year

Des Moines, Iowa^May 8th, 1886.
Whereas, The education of the youth of our State in
the study of vocal music in the Public Schools is too
and,
generally neglected
Whereas, They constitute the class on which our hopes
for a higher musical standard rest the class most susceptible to the elevating and refining influence of music;
;

Editor of

The Etude:

In an article in your June number, entitled “What
Method do You Use,” occurs the following statement:
“ Another gentleman, well known in the profession of the
country, would have us understand that through a careful

use of his system of accents
plished in piauo playing.”

for

it is

hardly credible that any

make such a

claim as this,

unreasonable, even to absurdity, on the face of it.

One might

as well argue that a careful and competent

organ-blower

is all

that

is

necessary to a complete and

finished organ performance.

kind,

things can be accom-

all

It is

teacher of experience could

human

or mechanical,

An
is

organ-blower of some

indispensable, and his

organ performance is as important, or more so, than that of accents to the perfection of
Accents, in their proper place and
piano-forte playing.
relative position to the

degree, serve a very useful purpose

only one of

many

;

but they constitute

equally necessary features, which in

the aggregate albd in combination produce the completed

and satisfactory

result.

To unduly magnify

tance of any one of these
exercise of true

is to fall in

the impor-

so far short of the

wisdom and sound judgment.

State-

—

therefore, be

it

Resolved, That we, the members of the “ Music Teachers’ State Association” of Iowa, in convention assembled in Des Moines, this sixth day of May, 1886 empower the President of the Association with the authority
to appoint a committee of five to prepare a curriculum
of study in vocal music to be used in the public schools
of Iowa; said curriculum to be presented for the consideration of the Association at its next annual meeting,
and that with the endorsement of the Association this
committee may be endowed with power to bring it to the
notice of the State Legislature, praying their consideration and action in the matter, thereby giving strength
and stability to our efforts in musical education. Be it
further
Resolved, That the President of the Association be empowered to select a competent person from the Association to prepare an article upon music in the public
schools, said article to be placed in hands of the various
Vice-presidents throughout the State, requiring them to
cause tiie same to be inserted in the press of their individual counties. Signed by committee.
The teachers of Iowa fern that the meeting was a grand
success, and hope for much from the Association in the
,

future.

s

one referred to have a tendency to throw
on the whole article which contains them, and
Very few people realize the intense sacrificial devotion
thug prev it the good which it otherwise might aecom.
and tireless energy of an artist in music who is a high
William Mason.
plish.
priest in his Art.
It is work and work and work, and
Orange, N. J., June 21st.
daily sacrifice for the benefit of mankind.

ments

like the

discredit

—

!

:

;
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more true

WHAT SHALL WE PLAY?
Letter to a

Lady

Friend,

IN

artists

If this were not so

we should have

and deep feeling, and accordingly w >uld not only
move the inner man, and thus accomplish
what art ought to aim at exclusively. I still remember how, years ago, when
I had the pleasure of sitting beside you in a concert by a colossal hero of
the keyboard, you broke out with inimitable expression into the words
excite astonishment, but, above all,

THE HOME,

by Carl Reineeke.

“

What

benefit

is it

to

me when

such a master of octaves (Octavenbandiger)

plays as though he were bitten by a

my

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN, BY JOHN REHMANN.

eyes on corporeal

still,

II.

Gracious Lady:

How

difficult,

the virtuosi, who, besides a finished technic, would

among

also possess refined taste

OR,

MUSICAL EDUCATION

E

the two balance each other.

skill, I

piano

one should not underrate great technical

able to do

more than he shows

come the

difficulties in the piece to

to

mad

him.

The amateur,

!

Whenever

can go to an acrobat’s show.”
skill, for

to the hearer, so that

therefore,

be performed as

ought

to lay

if

I wish to feast

True enough;

the player must be

he

may seem

to over-

they were only play

emphasis on the acquirement

you have at once understood me
of a good technic. A systematic division of time must be introduced imwhen I read your question “Did you intentionally avoid
mediately, both in the lesson and in the hours of practice. One-third of the
speaking of piano-forte exercises in your previous letter, and consider exertime should be given exclusively to technical exercises, another third to the
Do you consider it self-evident that
cises on all those instruments alike ?
study of pieces, and the last to reading of notes, and as soon as this is over”
well

I had to smile,

:

the piano ought to be chosen as the

first

instrument for practice

?

My an-

The latter is commonly cultivated
come,- to playing at sight (prima vista).
Yes ” but the second can, however, not be thus
too little, although it is such a valuable attainment for the amateur as well
answered. Why should a boy not begin study on a violin or a violoncello ?
The reading of notes is considered difficult by many,
as for the musician.
Unquestionably the ear is better educated by an instrument like the violin
but, rightly taught from the beginning, it is so simple that it seems almost
than by the piano-forte, for the player does not find his tones formed for him
inconceivable how from time to time men appear who think they can simas he does on the piano, but must find them himself (excepting those proEmanuele Gam bale attempted this in his time,
plify our musical notation.
duced by the open strings). On the other hand, the piano-forte has the great
later on Herr von Heringen, who even committed suicide out of grief that
advantage in giving the player the complete tonal system, and awakening as
The main thing is that the reading of notes
his proposals^ were not adopted.
well as developing perception of harmony and polyphony far more than
What I mean by this,
should not be taught mechanically, but rationally.
could be done by a stringed instrument, where generally only one series of tones
honored lady, will be clear to you without any further explanations, thereis heard.
Double-stop exercises (thirds, sixths), by which polyphony, howIf it is a dry one, I throw part of the
fore I finish my epistle for to-day.
ever limited, may be produced, belong to the more difficult tasks, and therefore
blame on you, for you wished practical advice above all things.
swer to the

first

question

is

“

;

only occur exceptionally in pieces for these instruments.*

After the ear has

been educated to some degree by singing, the piano will prove the most
able instrument for the beginning.

Moreover, there

is

suit-

instruments represented in the family.

Should you,

IY.

always a certain

‘charm, and a great advantage for household music, in having several stringed
in later years, find within

my

my

listener, you wish a detailed explanation of what I call teaching the reading of notes “ rationally.” If I

Contrary

to

expectation,

amiable

“ a little lazy,” I should refer you to a good
your own family the necessary ability for the performance of string and were “a little malicious” and
“ General Musical Theory,” but who could withstand such an amiable repiano quartets, etc., you would then have reached the ideal of home music
quest
as
yours?
for chamber music
to which these kinds belong
is, as the very name indiOne still often meets the doctrine In the violin clef the notes on the
cates, home music in the truest sense, and is in itself the noblest kind of music.

—

—

:

It renounces the co-operation of every other art

and of

all

outward forms

within the limits of music, such as the showy skill of the virtuoso, effects of
sonority, etc.;

it

touches only by

its

real

and

intrinsic contents,

and educates

the mind and taste for the art of sound more than any other kind of music.

g b d f, in the spaces face (where the word face has to
serve as 'pony), above and below the lines, g and d. A note with a line
through the head and a line through its stem is called so-and-so, etc., etc.)
without considering that a whole note has no stem, and consequently can
have no line drawn through the stem, or that four notes can conveniently be
lines are called e

Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Schumann and others have embodied
in their chamber music some of their most beautiful and best thoughts, and written above each
to do honor to these treasures may indeed be the highest aim for you and of which is a mere
yours.

other, all with a line through the head, the deciphering

impossibility for the scholar after such

an explanation.

But, aside from the necessary ability and talent, favorable circum-

stances are also needed.

Daughters and sons must stay at home or in the
skill.
But whether you

J

place after they have attained the requisite artistic

by-and-by desire them to do
for music
who knows ?
will

this, all

M

—

\

"

7

things considered, just out of love

upon his mind with difficulty,
same trouble commences anew as soon as the bass notes have to be learned.
How simple it is, on the other hand, if one makes clear to the scholar that

After a scholar has impressed

all these things

the

III.

In general, I would advise, therefore, to commence the musical instruction

commencement of the seventh on our staff every step from a line to the next space, or from a space to the
weak ones later). A teacher next line, corresponds to the step from one white key to the next one, and so
in his profession and a love for his call- corresponds that whenever we ascend on the staff we go to the right on the
whenever we descend on the staff, we go toward the left on the
ing.
If possible, the child should be instructed half an hour daily, at least keyboard
But as the five lines and four spaces, together with the space
four times a week, and his exercises be overseen. You possess, as I know, a keyboard.
the staff, are not sufficient for the notation of all our tones,
above
and
below
fine instrument, otherwise my first condition would be to procure such an
the different clefs, for the higher and lower tones, little added
we
use
besides
one, for bad action and an unpleasant tone affect the little fingers and ear
very injuriously. In every piano a good mechanism is an indispensable lines above and below the staff. These we consider as momentary extenmeans, not only for an artistic, but even for a correct reproduction of a work sions of the staff, and place upon them the tone next higher or lower. This
of art, and for this reason it ought to be considered as a matter of import- principle is the same in all clefs, and once thoroughly understood by the
scholar will enable him to read in all other cleft afterward. I should be
ance from the beginning, f
A great difficulty, however, consists in finding the right relation between the afraid of offending you, honored friend, by treating the topic more fully, for

with the piano, and at the latest with the

year (gifted children

may commence

earlier,

must be chosen who has experience

;

development of mechanical

skill

and of musical

intelligence,

and in making I

•The fint two movements of Beethoven’s violin concerto, for example, have not a single case of thirds.
f“Thmi shalt play scales and other finger exercises diligently,” says Schumann in his musical rules
and maxima, and in a letter to me of the 22d of January, 1846, “ Immense virtuosity is a fine thing
when need as the means for the reproduction of true works of art.”

am

sure that you would have interrupted

me

long before

this'

with a nod

of intelligence, if I had explained to you orally what I have just had to
confide to paper.
As soon as the first exercises are overcome, one will, of

hands to practice and
These four-hand pieces accomplish two

course, give the piano-forte scholar little pieces for four
to confirm

him

in reading of notes.

—

M

:
;

T
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pupil— they accustom his ear to harmony, and they help the gracious lady
I consider it wrong to let them play the classics so early,
make his scholar keep good time. The excellent piano-forte teacher Because many of Mozart’s and Haydn’s sonatas offer only slight technical
Eschmann Dumur says in his excellent “ Guide du jeune pianiste ” (Lau- difficulties, they are often used as material for instruction, forgetting that the

things for the

!

teacher to

C,

sarnie: E.

R. Spiess, maison Hofman): “

encore un avantage, celui de developer

le

La

lecture

quatre mains pr&ente effect

it

sentiment de la mesure

;

mais

il

faut

frequently to destroy

is

all interest in

A

for a long time, if not forever.

them, as absolute works of art,

short time ago I undertook the risky en-

Haydn in grand concerts. Aftermet with astonished people everywhere, who looked amazed and

avoir soiu de jouer avec un maitre, ou an moins avec quelqu’un plus fort terprise of playing sonatas of Mozart and

que soi.”
Anton

*
Diabelli’s op. 149

is

very suitable for the

first

exercises of this sort,

wan!

I

said

“

:

We

did not

know

at all that

these little sonatas contain so

much

and sound so beautiful and brilliant. We have always heard them
jou may use my op. 54, Book I, and op. 127, also on five tones. Should you played with difficulty by our children.” Do not, then, begin with these
prefer to let your children, make use of a piano-forte method, I mention here masters!
The child docs not need poetic works at once, but only healthy
the following Le Couppey, A B C of the Piano-forte school for beginners, food, dementi, Kuhlau, Diabelli, Anton Krause, Alban Forster, etc., offer
As a supplement to this work may be used the studies under the title “ The excellent material in their sonatines, sonatas and rondos. I mention here:
Alphabet.”
(Both works are published by Breitkopt & Hartel, in Leip- dementi, Sonatines, op. 36; Kuhlau, Sonatines, op. 21, op. 55 (1-3); Diazig.)
Further: J. C. Eschmann, op. 60, First Piano-forte year, and his op. 61, belli, Sonatines for four hands, op. 24 and 54; Krause, op. 20 Reinecke, op.
Second and Third Piano-forte year. (Raabe & Plothow, Berlin.) Likewise 127, Nos. 1-4 (these are published for two and four hands), the same author’s
the Piano School for Children, by Henry Wohlfahrt (which has reached the op. 107 “A New Note-book for Little People,” Book I, and, that you may not
It contains 28 melodic exercises within the

\

compass of

Later on

five tones.

poetry,

:

.

:

;

;

26th edition, and

published by Breitkopf

is

tion here, also, that of Aloys

Method

Hennes and

by Moritz Vogel.

for the Piano,”

practiced Bertini’s 25 primary studies, op. 166
op. 599;

Anton Krause,

&

Hartel at $1.50). I men- miss the classics entirely, Beethoven’s Sonata for four hands, op. 6, and
Urbach, and the “Practical Haydn, The Teacher and the Scholar. This last work is fun for the scholar,
At the same time may also be as each motive which the scholar has to play is played by the teacher at

C.

Czerny’s First Vienna Teacher,

;

note-book for beginners, op. 25; Carl Reinecke,
pieces, arranged from the Children’s Songs, op. 37, 63 and 75, and
first

For practicing

first.

Book

I),

may

sight-playing, the collection,

be used along with the others.

If

“Our Darlings”
little

(at first

violinists are In the

27 little
home, this collection may be procured for piano and violin (arranged by
€. R., 18 easy pieces for the piano, from Children’s Songs, op. 91 and 135. David) or piano and violoncello (arranged by J. Klengel). Excellent msThis, most honored lady, I should consider material enough for your young terial for practice is also found in the sonatines for piano and violin by
workers for some time, and in wishing you the best success, I ask you to give Hauptmann, op. 10, Pleyel, op. 48, and by Kuhlau, op. 88. All effeminate

my

kindest regards to your

little

They are only calculated to throw dust into
the ear of the hearer, since they are easy and yet sound “ like something.”
parlor pieces are to be avoided.

art students,

They

My

Honored Friend and Patient Listener

Unquestionably your children possess

talent, diligence

for without these factors they could not have

made

spoil the taste

and deceive the player

as to his ability,

“

With

sweet-

meats, pastry and confectionery, one cannot bring

:

and love

for music,

the progress in the speci-

fted time of

up children to be healthy
men. As the food for the body, so the food for the mind should be simple
and nutritious,” says Schumann, in his musical rules and maxims, and these
are words worth y of consideration.
The only benefit gamed by the playing

which you speak with true motherly pride. Rejoice over it,
honored lady, and certainly continue the instruction. If, however, after a of such parlor pieces

is

the developing the player’s sense of elegance.

WeGer-

mans are often afraid to appear elegant, lest we be considered frivolous and yet
do not notice whether they are playing
And how important
sevenths instead of octaves in both hands, and if they still continue to con- what a vei7 wide difference between these two qualities
is an ele S ant execution of so many classical works.
He who cannot play
fuse two-four with three-four time in a piece, just as it suits them, one should
Mozart
8 Rondo in A minor Ha J dn s Variations in F minor, the Larghetto
not torment them and one’s self any longer with music lessons. It is not
necessary that every one should play the piano. Who knows, may be an of Beethoven’s Concert in C minor, with deep feeling, and at the same time
Achenbach or a Thorwaldsen is concealed in such an unmusical child?' A with finishedjslegance-I put the reader in mind of Rubinstein’s interpretation of such compositions— cannot do full justice to these works.
Chopin,
w ;th nlnatin nrt ahnnlrl ha m«^a j
You also would like to have your little folks soon learn to play something Mendelssohn and others require the highest elegance. To acquire ibis, one
Weber Moscheles,
of our classics, at least of Haydn and Mozart. Do not be in such a hum' does not B€ed ?hose Parlor Piecef’ for men hke
etc., have furnished many easy pieces that give the young player opportunity
l_
You smile, honored lady, that
practice in an elegant Style of playing.
•Translator’s Note. — r. C. Reinecke quotes the above in the original language. For the benefit for
-of thorn not reading French, I will subjoin a translation.
Very Wejflj in life I make
Guide for the Young Pianist,” by C. Each- BM old musician makes SO eh a plea for elegance*
mann Dumur. “The reading of pieces for four hands offers another advantage, that of developing the
006
no
claims
to be considered elegant, but I shou Id not like to have any
J
aenumdnt for keeping time but one ought to take car© to play with a master, or at least with some on©
°
better than one’s self
say behind my back that I play Bach’s fugue in G major like a bear.

few months of

practice, the children

;

!

’

’

>

>
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NEW

PUBLICATIONS.

“ COLUMBUS.’

Poena by Wilhelm Yon Waldbruhl.
Translated into English by “ Auber Forestin.” Music

by C. Jos. Brambach.
This composition, in the form of a cantata for solos,
male choruses and orchestra, was awarded the $1000
prize offered by the North American Sangerbund, on
the occasion of this year’s

festival in Milwaukee, July
21st to 25th. The prize was generously given by
bv Mr.
John Plankinton, of Milwaukee. The committee of
award were Professor F. L. Ritter, Dr. Louis Maas and
Mr. Ernst Catenhnsen, director of the festival.
somewhat careful examination of the piano score
shows that the composer has interesting ideas, reasonably 1
haracteristic of the various scenes and situations, and
hat he has known how to treat them judiciously and in
musician-like way. The latter portion of the work is
e best ; the musical interest increasing as the work goes
i, and culminating in an effective climax.
The suhor'iinate climaxes are also well managed. The text is
ood, and the translation fair. The work will prove of
nterest to male singing societies.

L
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I

'

A

I

CONCERT ETUDE FOk THE PIANO,” by Arthur
Whiting.

.

o

w

1

Boston Music Co.

Technically, the salient characteristic of this Etnde is
terlocking passages, both single notes and octaves, and
affords excellent practice in this specialty.
There are
~~
some fine points to be gained in holding long notes

with the left hand, while playing the single notes, of interlocking passages with the same hand, and in discriminative emphasis.
For concert purposes it is a bravura
piece, showy and effective, but not trashy, and is to be

commended.

“FAREWELL.”

Song for mezzo-soprano, by Florian
Oborski.
This is a smooth, characteristic and admirably written
short song, not too sentimental, and within the powers
of singers of moderate attainments. But they will need
fine taste and musical perception to do it justice.

“PERSIAN SERENADE.” Poem
Bell.

Music by

by Orelia Key

Edward von Adelung.

An

effective love song of the type most grateful to
concert singers, for use as encore pieces. The words are
graceful, the music well written, and the whole likely to

be popular in a very good sense.

“THE PRINCESS” is a new music-roll, invented
by Dr. Eugene Thayer, described (in capitals) as “the
only small folio which does not roll and ruin sheetmusic.” From the shape of this roll, one should think
the claim might be' well founded. If so, it is surely &
a
great desideratum. The ordinary music-roll does spoil
sheet music very quickly. The flat folio with handles,
its
size,
young ladies Object to carrying on account of
and its resemblance to a valise. Dr. Thayer’s roll obviates both these difficulties, and seems worthy of commendation.

CLIMAXES.
Don’t think that you are cut out for a musician merely
because you have a pupil in your eye.
Lightning recently struck a piano in Maine. The peoThey thought
ple in the house were not at all alarmed.
was the young lady boarder practising a new Wagner

it

transcription.

Some

skeptics are alleging that there is neither fire
that the whole thing is a young
;
playing the piano, and that the crowd can’t get
Louisville Courier.

nor brimstone in Sheol

woman
away

.

—

Somehow or other, everybody, sometime or other,
wants to sing_“Anld Lang Syne,” and only one man in
a million knows the words and he only knows the first
verse, and he doesn’t sing it right.
After listening to a very discordant work at a recent
concert, Mrs. Malaprop asked what it was.
Sie.o fried
friedJ ” was the explanation
Wagner’s ‘ Sieg
the worthy lady told her daughter that so tough
ought never to he “fried,” but either boiled or
M. Pagranne, a Paris musician, declares th_
playing degrades the whole science of music by b
it down to a vulgar level.
M. Pagranne mustffi
door to a family which includes seven daughters
pianos. We don’t believe he would be any bette
if all the amateur piano players were to di
instrument and wrestle with
wit the accordion or bass
Norristown Herald,
:

‘

‘

—
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;

—
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fOF-r music,
Art In

.

departments, lisgtnt”
inelndiag PianoOrgan, Violin, and all Orchestral
and Band Instruments, Voice Culture
and Singing, Harmony, Theoiy, and
Orchestration, Church Music, Oratorio
and Chorus Practice, Art ©f Conducting
also, Tuning and Repairing Pianos and

mesial awl

it

thus acquiring that higher and broader

V#iBftl ?

culture which

forte,

ELOCUTION

1 ST DEPARTMENT.
Modeling

from Caste and from Nature, in Crayon,
Water and Oil Colors Portraiture and
China Decorating, with some of the

and

private.
There have been one hundred and twenty-five Students in attend-

NW €f/Gn&T|f

Mathematics,

etc.

German, French,

/AJOif OF

Modern Languages i
Italian

h

rai?klii/S(pre Bostoi

and Spanish,

with the best native and foreign profes-

'Mon,

$5*00

to

$20*00 per term of ten weeks

ksw

TOBHJEE,

E.

a

Hoard and, Hoorn

.

fessedly the Musical, Literary

and Ar-

The

beautiful

tistic

Centre of America.

Park

in front,

and the surrounding broad
streets, make it both healthful and delightful.
It is splendidly equipped for
both Home and the Schools, furnishing
Home Accommodations for five hundred
lady students, and Class Accommodations for three thousand lady and gentlemen students.

department in a single term.

ENGLISH LITERATURE,
Higher Branches, History,

.*8

Is located in the heart of Boston, con-

In classes

Common and

ORATORY*
a.m., Principal.

THE iEW HOME

;

in this

mi

Flue Art j Gesture and Ease of In*
ner | Defeels of Fpeecfc ? Forensic ani
Platform Delivery | Derelopment of
Voice. A thorough system taught. Public opportunities given, and Diploma, of
the Conservatory awarded upon graduation.
One, two and three years’ course.

tendance the present school year.

ance

required of profes-

Samuel R. Kei.lky,

All under superior teachers,
and private. There have bees
more than two thousand students in at-

best artists in the country.

now

Special attention given to

Organs.

and

is

sors of music.

in classes

Drawing, Painting,

World.

Students can here pursue their
literary studies in connection with music,

MUSIC
Is taught in all

tii©
sors.

Meat, etc ,, $4*50 to $7*50 per
ix Sj"0‘S'rs£^. x ^!33, s’sass.

Sent?, Light,

c«a,Xj:E3asTX>.A.:£s,

,

,

J

Franklin Square,

Director,

BOSTON,

TECHN PHONED

-*THE

I

THE TECHHTPHOWE is an instrument with
a piano-forte key-board and genuine piano touch,

The Techniphone reveals the secret of all the
great players. It gives to every pupil, at noextra expense, and at home, the help heretofore
enjoyed only by a favored few, under highpriced teachers or in foreign study.

designed as a substitute for the piano in learning
the mechanical part or technic of piano playing.

For the easy, certain, almost automatic acquiring of a perfect legato and all grades of
staccato, it is as superior to the piano as the
foot-rule is superior to the eye in taking exact

For silent practice, or for strengthening practice with its seven different degrees of keyforce, there is nothing like it. It saves the
action and tone of a good piano annually more
than its own cost, and it spares ^suffering
world the intolerable annoyance of piano-drum-

measurements.

Three months of faithful work on the Techniplione will lay a better foundation, and advance
the pupil further in acquiring a correct touch

ming.

the supreme accomplishment in piano playing-—
than two years of equally faithful work on the
piano alone. This it does through the novel invention of return sounds to the keys, which introduce into all elementary work a clearness and
precision never before known.

The Techniphone is no longer an experiment.
Daring the past two years it has been put to
the severest tests of daily use in schools and
most distinguished
conservatories,
musicians, and no one has ever been returned.

AUXILIARY TO THE PIANO.
Testimonials.
Steinway Hall,
Yoke, February 2,

New
The Techniphone is much
to

superior to

all

other things of the kind.

I

have one.

I conscientiously

and cheerfully recommend the Techniphone

pupils and players of

all

WHAT CARLYLE
1886.

think every pianist ought
S. B.

MILLS.

New

York, November

14, 1885.

to all

my

Mr. Virgil:
If I could have pupils
will lay, I would ask for

Boston, June

PETERSILEA SAY8

to me with the foundation that your teaching on the Techniphone
nothing better.

come

25, 1886.

*

Hkrshky School or

i

personal friends and to

grades.

earnestly advise the use of the Techniphone
organ.
I

by

all

Music, Chicago.

teachers and students of the piano *b<J

CLARENCE EDDY.

JULIE RIVE-KING.
Chicago, November

New

York, February

2,

1886.

my

experience of man.tj years in piano teaching, I hare been stroni
In
of the opinion that preIteration for the piano could1 be best done at the piano alone.
I now fi
lme
Sitv?;at at the Teenniphone, in conscientious and observant study of certain
certt
finger exercises, studies
,
and portions of piano pieces, and then comparison with the same transferred to the piano, will
accomplish more, with better results, than the whole time given to the piano alone.

I

experience

now the benefit

of

my fire months’

practice

on

it

with splendid

10, 1885.

results.

FREDERICK BOSCOVITZ.

i

.

Yours very

truly,
8.

N.

Stkmtway Haw, Nkw York.
It is the best

means I ever had

at

my disposal for teaching

the piano correctly and thoroughly.

A. R. PARSONS.

PENFIELD.

&% OCTAVES, $50.00; TA ©OTA Wm,

$TO.OO.

THE TECHNIPHONE
West
,

No. 7

CO.,

14th IttMt,

Now

'fork,

